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ABSTRACT

Advocacy-Orientated, Advocacy-Related and Scholarly Literature on the Rwandan Genocide of 1994: Assessing whether the Main Points of Concern, Criticism or Dispute about the Literature Arise from the Basic Facts and Evidence Presented or from the Interpretive Frameworks Employed to Analyse Them

Nompumelelo Motlafi

M.SocSc. International Relations thesis, Department of Political Studies, University of Cape Town

Guiding Text:  

Reviewed Works:  


This literature review is written as a response to Timothy Longman’s general suggestion that much of the literature on the “Rwandan genocide of 1994” was based on empirically poor secondary analyses instead of “rigorous” original empirical research. The study was further alerted by Longman’s indication that there had been “myths and inaccuracies” circulating in the literature. This raised the question of whether these “myths and inaccuracies” were with regard to the basic facts and evidence of what is known about the
events of the “Rwandan genocide” or with regard to how these events had been interpreted by different authors. As its point of departure, the study proposes that a general literature review could not fully appreciate the contributions made by different types of literature on the subject at hand. The study contends that each type or “genre” of literature had its own research priorities, objectives, preferred methods of evidence gathering and its own range of interpretative frameworks for the processing of the facts and evidence. Rather than attempt a large-scale and superficial survey of the literature, the study searches for the answer to the research question by conducting an examination of a small selection of works. The works are paired according the complementary themes that they investigate. Melvern’s advocacy-related investigative journalism is compared with Mamdani’s scholarly theoretical analysis on the theme of Hutu civilian participation in the killings of the “Rwandan genocide”; while the advocacy-orientated human rights reporting of Human Rights Watch and Fédération Internationale des Ligues des Droits de l’Homme was contrasted with Jones’s scholarly theoretical analysis on the theme of sex-selective or sex-specific manifestations of violence of the “Rwandan genocide.”
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Chapter One: From Longman’s Proposal on what the 1994 Rwandan Genocide Research Priorities should be, to Questioning what the Research Priorities have been in the Advocacy-Orientated, Advocacy-Related and Scholarly Literature

1.1. Introduction

The literature on the Rwandan genocide of 1994 is concerned with giving accounts or analyses of the mass killings, sexual violence and other mass violence perpetrated by a variety of Hutu agents against mainly Tutsi victims in the period of April-July 1994.¹ The current study requires the investigation of the possible analytical or classificatory uses of the term ‘genocide’ within the literature on the 1994 genocide, as well as the investigation of the various documented acts of violence perpetrated in Rwanda in the period of April-July 1994 that may not necessarily be considered as falling under the concept of genocide.² Therefore while acknowledging the use of the term ‘1994 Rwandan genocide’ as the commonly designated reference for the violent events of the period in question, this study also uses more general terms such as: ‘the mass killings of April-July 1994’ or ‘the 1994 mass killings’ or ‘the mass sexual violence of April-July 1994’ or ‘the mass violence of April-July 1994’.

Timothy Longman noted in 2004 that prior to the mass violence of 1994, few people knew or were interested in Rwanda “outside the limited circle of African studies scholars.”³ Himself a member of the “tiny coterie” of pre-1994 Rwanda specialists,⁴ Longman posited that it was the extensive press coverage of the “genocide and its brutalities” that brought Rwanda worldwide attention and that ultimately attracted new


² See Stuart Stein, “Geno- and other Cides: A Cautionary Note on Knowledge Accumulation,” *Journal of Genocide Research* 4, no.1 (2002): 46. Stein proposed that the events that have been called “genocides” need to be dissected into their various parts.

³ Longman, 29.

researchers to the country. Longman was concerned that too much of the literature on 1994 mass killings was based on secondary sources and a handful of original interviews and that not enough literature was based on "rigorous empirical research." He was also concerned that the reliance on secondary sources had led to the circulation of "myths and inaccuracies" from earlier accounts of Rwanda, which "have long been disproved." The "myths and inaccuracies from earlier accounts" to which Longman directly referred concerned the colonial scholarship on the "supposed conquest of Rwanda by the Tutsi", which was used "to bolster the developing political and social systems of the increasingly centralized state," thereby helping to "solidify ethnic identities" and justifying the Tutsi minority's domination of the Hutu majority. The "myths and inaccuracies" that colonial scholarship created were again used to feed the anti-Tutsi revolt on the eve of Rwanda's independence from European colonial rule. However within the article as a whole there are suggestions that there may be "myths and inaccuracies" with regards to the documentation of violence of the April-July 1994 period.

Longman's article identifies at least four problems that have arisen from the scarcity of good quality original empirical research on the 1994 Rwandan genocide. The first problem is that "myths and inaccuracies from earlier accounts" of Rwanda's history have marred the historical accounts offered by some of the more recent authors as background information for primary accounts as well as secondary analyses. The second problem is that some of the research on the violence of 1994 was conducted in haste without verifying details; contributing to the presence of factual inaccuracies in primary descriptive accounts, which are then circulated into secondary analyses. Longman did not give details about the exact factual inaccuracies documented. The third problem is that there is very little new empirical evidence being generated, which is needed for the production of more detailed descriptive accounts of the violence of April-July 1994. The fourth problem is that, while macro-level causal and theoretical explanations have

---

5 Longman, 29.
6 Ibid.
7 Ibid.
8 Ibid., 31.
9 Ibid., 30-33.
10 Ibid., 33.
11 Ibid., 33-38.
been proposed for why the violence broke out, few have been subjected to local level testing; meaning that there are doubts about the extent of applicability of these explanations.¹²

Longman suggested that original empirical research was needed not just on the factual details of the violence of the April-July 1994 period itself, but also on the historical, cultural and regional context in which the violence occurred.¹³ He added that the research needed currently was “sectoral, thematic, and local-level research that tests theories of genocide,” which would add new data to the existing empirical record and enable a “more complex and complete understanding of Rwanda’s tragedy.”¹⁴

Longman’s recommendations for the direction of research on the events of April-July 1994 were proposed in view of his extensive literature survey, which included journalistic accounts, human rights reports, scholarly works and the personal accounts of survivors. However, his recommendations seem to have had a focus that would serve the purposes of scholarly descriptions or explanations and ultimately build a knowledge base that would more than likely be primarily of scholarly interest. He admitted that he had not attempted “to catalogue the numerous publications on the 1994 genocide”.¹⁵ In the process he lost sight of the fact that different types or “genres” of literature make different contributions to how the mass violence of 1994 is understood.¹⁶ Literature reviews and proposals need to take into consideration the “genre” of literature under review. At the same time, his concerns attest to the real or possible inter-disciplinary use of “Rwanda texts”. While it is a basic requisite that all the literature conveys the basic facts as accurately as is possible, one needs to keep in mind that different “literary

¹³ Longman, 30.
¹⁴ Ibid.
¹⁵ Longman, 30.
genres" are interested in different aspects or issues concerning the Rwandan genocide, in line with "genre-specific" target audiences, objectives, data collection methods and interpretive frameworks. Furthermore, the study cautions against the presumption that all works based on secondary sources are inherently prone to recording factual inaccuracies. Likewise, the study does not presume that all works based on primary sources are inherently free of factual inaccuracies and poor-quality evidence.

1.2. Identifying Advocacy-Orientated, Advocacy-Related and Scholarly Literature

It is not possible to account for all the "literary genres" involved in producing fact-based literature on the Rwandan mass killings and mass sexual violence of 1994 within the limited space of a minor dissertation. The focus herein is limited to those literary genres that, from Longman’s article, appear to have been the most prolific in generating literature on the events under consideration (in no particular order): journalistic works; human rights reports; and scholarly works. For reasons stipulated below, it is proposed that journalistic works within the investigative journalism sub-field constitute advocacy-related literature and human rights reports constitute advocacy-orientated literature.

a) Works of Investigative Journalism as Advocacy-Related Literature

All journalistic works have the public as their main target audience. Investigative journalism is set apart from other types of journalism by its more vigorous and more extensive research. Investigative journalism is concerned with stories that expose

17 Longman, 33-38.
transgressions/ "wrongdoing." Published works produced through investigative journalism are herein considered as advocacy-related literature: the instance of "wrongdoing" is presented to the public in the hopes that public opinion might be mobilised to put pressure on policy-makers and/or "transgressors" to acknowledge, end, rectify or mete out punishment for the transgressions in question.

The first task of exposing transgressions is establishing the details of what has happened and what has been done by whom against whom/what. This involves "gathering evidence and assessing its quality." The journalism trade entails a constant search for new stories or new developments in existing stories, making direct access to primary sources of evidence vital. Thus they primarily seek out interviews with informants who have first-hand knowledge of the events under investigation as well as access to "concrete" documentary evidence (such as government and personal records). However, the judgement that a transgression is a transgression cannot be made solely with reference to the basic evidence and facts; nor can it be explicitly made with reference to the journalist's personal sense of right or wrong. The second task, then, involves the journalist's location, selection and interpretation of some "empirically determined" standards "that can be used by the public to make such judgements. The preferred interpretive frameworks that make for "empirically determined" standards of judgement include (in descending order): the law; formalised codes or guidelines; recognised expertise in a specific field; statistical or other comparative data that gives suggestions of what is normal; common decency.

---

20 Glasser and Ettema, 6-7; See also Linda Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder: The Rwandan Genocide, revised ed. (London: Verso, 2006), 235. Melvern reported that certain observers believed that there may have been an armed international humanitarian intervention in Rwanda in 1994 had the Western media mobilised public opinion in the Western States to put pressure on Western governments to respond to the crisis.
21 Glasser and Ettema, 2, 10.
22 Ibid., 10.
23 Levine, 627-628.
24 Ibid.
25 Glasser and Ettema, 10.
26 Ibid., 2-3.
27 Ibid., 10.
Longman generally dismissed journalistic accounts for being "impressionistic", without due regard that this kind of writing may be more accessible and palatable to a public with a more general interest in the killings. For his interest on specific aspects of the killing and other violence of 1994, he may have done better to look at works of investigative journalism. The interpretive frameworks used by investigative journalists may also attract the interest of specialists and other interested parties within the general public. Incidentally, Longman made mention of one prominent investigative journalist on the Rwandan genocide: Linda Melvern. Longman stated that she was "accumulating an archive on the Rwandan genocide, particularly on the reaction of the United Nations, available at the Hugh Owen Library of the University of Wales." Although Longman seemed to be more interested in the national-level research that scholars could produce using Melvern's archive rather than what Melvern herself might produce from it, his mentioning of her has indirectly brought Melvern to the reader's attention and thus indirectly suggested that Melvern's work might be worth investigating. Melvern's book *Conspiracy to Murder: The Rwandan Genocide*, which is partially based on documents that she appears to have added to the archive mentioned by Longman, is reviewed in this study. The book is introduced in section 1.6 of this chapter.

**b) Human Rights Reports as Advocacy-Orientated Literature**

Human rights reports are typically intended to effect a response to humanitarian crises (from natural disasters to serious violations of International Humanitarian Law) and

---


29 Longman, 39.

30 Ibid.

31 The first edition of Melvern’s book *Conspiracy to Murder: The Rwandan Genocide* was published in the same year as Longman’s article (2004). It has not been possible to confirm which was published first, which could have provided further explanation for the book’s exclusion from Longman’s review. Nevertheless, one notes that Melvern’s other works do not appear in Longman’s article, namely: Linda Melven, Linda Melvern, *A People Betrayed: the Role of the West in Rwanda’s Genocide* (London and New York: Zed Books, 2000). This earlier book concentrated primarily on the reaction of the United Nations to the Rwandan genocide.
human rights violations by making explicit recommendations addressed directly to the relevant policymaking bodies, namely governments and inter-governmental organisations (for example, the United Nations). For this reason, human rights reports are considered herein as advocacy-orientated literature. To a certain degree, human rights reports function in a similar way to investigative reporting: they indirectly target audiences who may be in a position to pressure policymakers to take the required steps. These ‘invisible audiences’ include: the media, the general public and others.

As with investigative journalism, the first task of human rights reports is to establish the factual details of violence perpetrated against humans. In terms of the evidence, it is vital to human rights reporters to gather the direct testimonies of victims and others who may have firsthand knowledge of the violence under investigation. This evidence is supplemented with information from statistical reports, graphs and other recorded data. Thus human rights reporters tend to conduct on-site investigations in what is called fact-finding missions in human rights reporting parlance (and called “fieldwork” in scholarly parlance). Human rights reports differ from works of investigative journalism in that human rights reports also try to make generalisations about the widespread nature of the violence under investigation. Human rights reporters are arguably more limited to using the standards provided in International Law and other international agreements as frameworks with which to interpret the facts. Where applicable, they may also refer to domestic laws and standards.

---


33 Cohen, 518; Dudai, 793.
34 Ibid.
35 Orentlicher, 94-95.
36 Ibid.; Dudai, 790
37 Dudai, 791.
38 Orentlicher, 108.
39 Ibid., 95.
40 Dudai, 791 ; Orentlicher, 97.
41 Ibid.
Of the three human rights reports reviewed, Longman gave an overall positive review to only one. The positively-reviewed report approximated a scholarly work in its efforts to provide a more complex account of the cause of the mass violence of 1994, concentrating on the planning and organisation of the genocide and “the ideology behind the killing”. He criticised one report for being based on hastily-conducted research that had left no time for the verification of facts and had resulted in flawed factual details. He commended another for “providing a first glance at the use of sexual violence as a weapon in the genocide”, but pointed out that it left unanswered questions concerning the relative prevalence of certain acts of sexual violence in certain local communities over others and other possible comparative data. The criticisms and questions raised in relation to these reports are very valid. Still, one recalls that the research of the latter two reports was conducted soon after the end of mass violence of April-July 1994 relative to the former report. Thus, both probably provided a starting point for international responses and more intensive investigations. It is with this in mind that one of the latter two reports has been selected for review in this study, namely the report produced jointly by Human Rights Watch and Fédération Internationale des Ligues des Droits de l’Homme in 1996.

c) Scholarly Literature

Scholarly literature is concerned with scientific description and explanation for its own sake. Other scholars are the main target audience of this “literary genre”. It is in this light that one makes sense of Longman’s request for research that would add “new data, creating building blocks upon which a more complex and complete understanding” of the

---

45 Orentlicher, 107.
46 Dudai, 793; Glasser and Ettema, 5.
Rwandan mass violence of April-July 1994. This is not to say that scholars do not have normative concerns; it simply means that the dominance of positivism in scientific research has meant that scholars have had to avoid putting normative concerns “explicitly in the heart of the project.” It is necessary to acknowledge but - due to the limited scope of the study - not to get drawn into the epistemological debates within the philosophy of science that have challenged the positivist position of value-free science. With regard to studies of mass killings and other mass violence within comparative genocide studies, sociologist Stuart Stein expressed concern that social scientists’ focus on the detection and prevention of genocide had been pursued “at the expense of the development of micro- or macro-comparative frameworks.”

From Longman’s survey, one can identify at least three categories of scholarly literature (regarding the events of 1994 the preceding history): works that provide primarily descriptive accounts; works that provide causal explanations; and works that provide theoretical explanations. Conventional thought on the scholarly knowledge economy (in the social sciences) holds that there is a division of labour in which scholars in historians and “area specialists” (those specialising in the study of specific geographical regions) are expected “to yield up empirical materials” through descriptive accounts “for theoretical processing by social scientists.” Some observers have noted that there have been challenges to this division of labour: area specialists have also developed theory in

47 Longman, 30.
48 Dudai, 789; Glasser and Ettema, 5.
50 Stein, 46.
their research endeavours; and political scientists do produce descriptive accounts.\textsuperscript{55} It is in view of this “traditional disciplinary division of labour” that the validity of Longman’s criticism of a work by Mahmood Mamdani (a political scientist) is noted. Longman noted that while Mamdani heavily criticised “area studies research” on Rwanda, he relied “almost entirely on it for his sources.”\textsuperscript{56} Mamdani criticised area specialists for specialising in the production of new facts, which he argued led to area studies’ resistance to theoretical explanations.\textsuperscript{57} Mamdani later stated that his book was “an attempt to rethink existing facts in light of rethought contexts, thereby to illuminate old facts and core realities in new light.”\textsuperscript{58} By this statement, Mamdani confirmed his reliance on a knowledge ‘production line’ wherein “area specialists” and others collected the evidence and established the facts on which his own theoretical labour relied. Mamdani’s work is included for review in this study because Mamdani’s work is an example of a theoretical work that “processes empirical materials” produced through “the original empirical research” of others.

1.3. Research Question

Given the existence of different “literary genres” responsible for producing fact-based literature on Rwanda and Longman’s statement about myths and inaccuracies circulating in the post-1994 literature on Rwanda, one central question arises: have factual inaccuracies and limited or poor-quality evidence been the main points of concern, criticism and dispute to have arisen from the advocacy-orientated, advocacy-related and scholarly literature on the Rwandan mass violence of April-July 1994? Or does the problem lie in the interpretive frameworks used to analyse or “process” the basic facts and evidence?

\textsuperscript{56} Longman, 33. See also Lemarchand, review of \textit{When Victims Become Killers}, 307.
\textsuperscript{57} Mamdani, XIII.
\textsuperscript{58} Ibid., XIV.
To answer the question, one must first grasp: a) how the evidence may be used to establish facts; b) how the facts and evidence function in relation to generalisations; c) how the facts and evidence function in relation to concepts and conceptualisations; d) how the facts and evidence functions in relation to causal and theoretical explanations.

a) The Basic Facts and Evidence

The establishment of the basic facts about past events of mass killing and sexual violence is the substance of descriptive accounts and is a necessary starting point for any interpretive analysis of those events and is the substance of descriptive accounts. It involves a search for evidence, evidence being usefully understood as the ‘residue’ of past deeds, occurrences and circumstances. The basic evidence may be usefully understood as the ‘residue’ of past events and past circumstances. Evidence is gathered from sources. In the context of historical research, one distinguishes between primary, secondary and even tertiary sources of evidence. Primary sources include people who have first-hand information about the events under study, for example surviving witnesses, perpetrators and other eye-witnesses. Primary sources also include any documents and records produced by the people who were directly involved in the investigated events or otherwise generated by others who have directly observed the people who were involved in the investigated events, such as government records, registers, diaries and so forth. Secondary sources are those sources that have referred to primary sources for the facts and empirical evidence while tertiary sources refer to secondary sources. In the context of legal proceedings, one distinguishes between direct and indirect/circumstantial evidence. Direct evidence is that evidence that “proves a fact

---

59 Bryant, 502., 497-498.
60 Ibid., 497-498.
61 Bryant, 498.
62 Dominic LaCapra, History and Criticism (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985), 18; Levine, 628; Dudai, 791.
63 Levine, 627.
without an inference or presumption and which in itself, if true, establishes that fact.\textsuperscript{65} Eye-witness testimony is an example of direct evidence, and an eye-witness is an example of a primary source. Direct evidence may also be gathered from primary documents, if the documents explicitly express factual and other details about actions and agreements under investigation. Circumstantial Evidence is "evidence from which a fact-finder can infer whether the facts in dispute existed or did not exist."\textsuperscript{66} Examples of circumstantial evidence include forensic evidence, such as DNA and fingerprints.\textsuperscript{67} Circumstantial evidence may also be gathered from primary documents that give details from which certain actions and agreements may be inferred. Thus, primary sources do not always provide direct evidence; although the overlap is frequent.

\textit{b) The Bearing of the Basic Facts and Evidence on Generalisations}

Generalisations entail the description of "broad patterns" of occurrences from facts based on limited samples of empirical evidence.\textsuperscript{68} They may be unavoidable in empirical studies. The question is whether the samples are representative and/or what level of inductive support they provide for those generalisations.

\textit{c) The Bearing of the Basic Facts and Evidence on Concepts and Conceptualisations}

Conceptualisation is the process whereby individuals and groups – whether they are members of a language, political, professional or other community – come to agreements about the rules concerning the actual or possible use of terms, thereby controlling to some degree what is commonly understood by the use of those terms.\textsuperscript{69} The product of the process is called a \textit{concept}. Concepts are different from conceptions in that conceptions

\textsuperscript{66} Ibid., 250.
\textsuperscript{67} Ibid., 241; Ho, Ho and Ng, 23.
\textsuperscript{68} Orentlicher, 95.
\textsuperscript{69} Earl Babbie and Johann Mouton, \textit{The Practice of Social Research} (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 109, 111.
have to do with individual perspectives and perceptions, while concepts are general and inter-subjective.\textsuperscript{70}

Conceptualisation involves the specification of one or more indicators of what the above-mentioned individuals or groups have in mind, indicating the presence or absence of the concept under review or study.\textsuperscript{71} Indicators pertain to what Abraham Kaplan distinguishes as three classes of things that scientists (and others) are concerned with measuring.\textsuperscript{72} The first class is direct observables, which entails those things that people can observe simply and directly. The second class is indirect observables, which require "relatively more subtle, complex or indirect observations". The third class is constructs, which are theoretical creations that are based on observations but which cannot be observed directly or indirectly.

At the basic level there are concepts involved in ordinary language or usage such as 'killing,' 'mass killings,' and 'violence' that are used and understood by the competent speakers of any given language, without reference to special definitions or justifications.\textsuperscript{73} Nevertheless, the terms can be used incorrectly when they are not used according to the conceptual rules of ordinary usage. Technical or specialist terms such as 'murder', 'culpable homicide', 'involuntary manslaughter', 'rape' and 'statutory rape' have authoritatively determined meanings in law.\textsuperscript{74} 'Genocide' is a technical term in as far as it applies to the definition thereof as encapsulated in the Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (henceforth referred to as the Genocide Convention).\textsuperscript{75} Terms like 'rape' and 'murder' may be used in ordinary language in ways that are similar or contrary to the authoritative legal-technical

\textsuperscript{70} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{71} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{74} Ibid., 25.
definitions thereof. *Descriptive terms* with historical and cultural origins - such as ‘pogroms’, ‘lynchings’ and ‘ethnic cleansing’ - were part of ordinary usage in certain historical contexts and social contexts (Eastern Europe, the American South, the Balkans), but have since been incorporated into (scholarly) comparative genocide studies for other contexts. When used in the latter sense for academic and scholarly purposes, it is crucial that they be clearly defined and used consistently while keeping the original usage in mind.

*Theoretical concepts* such as ‘ethnicide’ and ‘gendercide’ are formulated within general theories that are elaborated in abstract conceptual frameworks around law-like generalisations linked to empirical evidence. They require a general and systematic understanding of the theory as a whole; contingently, their definitions and justifications are bound up with the justifications of the theory as a whole. *Invented terms* with stipulative definitions have meanings and definitions that are stipulated by the inventor/user of the term. This means that stipulative definitions are neither right nor wrong; but this also means that nobody else is bound to the new term or its meaning and individuals can choose to ignore it or to make up their own terms with different stipulative meanings. This was the case with the term ‘genocide’ when the jurist Raphaël Lemkin coined it in 1944. He then campaigned for it to become a technical term in law. He eventually succeeded when as parts of his concept were incorporated in the Genocide Convention in 1948 and subsequent international law. “Genocide” as a legal-technical term has a different meaning and a higher status than the stipulative term. Concepts also concern the problem of classification, which requires “clarity and closure about the scope of application of a particular concept,” in relation to another concept.
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d) The Bearing of the Basic Facts and Evidence on Causal and Theoretical Explanations

Causal and theoretical explanations require that there is agreement regarding the basic empirical facts about the killings to be explained (technically the *explanandum* or dependent variable) as a condition for proposing different causes as independent variables or as theoretical explanations (technically the *explanans*). Causal explanations propose a factor or a set of factors - based directly on the empirical evidence or facts - as the cause (independent variable) and an event or phenomenon as the consequence (dependent variable). Causal explanations depend on logical inferences between the set of factors proposed and the event/phenomenon proposed. Theoretical explanations, like concepts, do not depend simply or directly on the empirical evidence. They are composed of abstract related theoretical entities that point to possible observations.

1.4. Research Methodology

This study is conducted through a literature review of four selected works on the Rwandan mass violence of April-July 1994. This study includes: a work that is an example of advocacy-related investigative journalism; a work that is an example of advocacy-orientated human rights reporting; and two works that each provide an example of scholarly theoretical analysis. All the works are typically concerned with more than one issue or argument. This study has identified the main issue in each work and endeavours to limit its examination to the main issues. The works are organised thematically: two works employ different methods to explore the subject of mass civilian participation in the violence of the demarcated period; two works are similar in their focus on the violence directed at females and males respectively. The study separates the basic facts that are the foundation of each work from the interpretive frameworks used by
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the respective authors. The source critical method is used to evaluate the verity of the facts as well as the credibility and reliability of the sources of the evidence. With regard to the interpretive frameworks, the study notes that the works of investigative journalism and human rights reporting appeal to International Law as a standard by which to interpret the facts and evidence. The scholarly works develop their own concepts concerning the killings. This study contextualises their concepts within the broader sub-field of comparative genocide studies and compares them to the authoritative legal-technical definition of genocide. Furthermore, one scholarly work utilises an identity-based theory that seeks to provide an explanation of communal conflict. This theory will be looked at in relation to other identity-based theories on conflict. The other scholarly work requires familiarity with the theoretical construct of gender and gender-based theory. The research methodology of this study is explained in greater detail in Chapter Two.

1.5. Research Limitations

Due to the limited selection of works to be reviewed as well as to budgetary, geographical and time constraints, it has not been possible to conduct original fieldwork research in order to ascertain facts and to test the theories presented in the literature. Thus, this study can only be viewed as a starting point suggesting what the problems might be with regards to the facts, empirical evidence and the interpretive frameworks in the broader literature on the Rwandan mass violence of April-July 1994. Since it is not possible to interact directly with the original evidence, the study relies on other published sources and critical reviews to assess problems with facts and evidence within the selected work. Where relevant, the study has referred to legal documents which the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda has made available to the public on its online archive and to Rwandan legislation (also available online).
1.6. Works Selected for Critical Review

The works to be reviewed are arranged first by theme and then in the order of the date of their publication.

a) *Works investigating Mass Civilian Participation in the Mass Killings of April-July 1994*


Mamdani’s work is included as an example of scholarly work seeking to provide a theoretical explanation of mass civilian participation in the mass killings of April-July 1994. His study involved a consideration of empirical evidence on the 1994 mass killings, using human rights organisations as his main sources and including a few of his own original interviews. His study also involved viewing the events of April-July within the broader context of Rwandan pre-colonial, colonial and pre-1994 post-colonial history. In the latter regard, Mamdani referred to the empirical research produced by the “tiny coterie of Rwanda specialists” among mainly Western scholars (“mostly Belgian, French and North American”).

His point of departure is the agreement between the sources and his own observations that the mass killings were, overall, perpetrated by members of the Hutu majority group within Rwanda’s population overwhelmingly against members of the Tutsi minority group. He claimed that the killing of Tutsi (and not of other possible victims of the killing) was ‘genocide’. He stipulated his own concept of genocide and proposed that in order to explain how Hutu came to be pitted against Tutsi in genocidal violence, one must understand the historical origin and evolution of Hutu and Tutsi as opposed “political
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identities”. This study investigates the verity of the facts and reliability and adequacy of the evidence that Mamdani presented in support of the facts about the killings. It then investigates the theoretical framework that Mamdani created through his combination of his concept of genocide and his theory of political identity. From there, the study investigates how Mamdani applied his theoretical framework in his interpretation of the historical facts and the facts of mass civilian participation in the mass killings.


Melvern’s book is also included in this study for its contribution to the understanding of how the mass civilian participation in the 1994 mass killings was made possible. It is an example of *advocacy-related* investigative journalism. Melvern’s book introduced evidence from the previously unexamined primary documentary sources, namely the records of Rwanda’s former government and military (the *Forces Armées Rwandaises* or FAR or Rwandan Armed Forces/RAF) in the years and months leading up to – and including – the mass killings of April-July 1994. The records provide previously top-secret information about communications and activities of the military and civilian government. Some of these documents have subsequently been added to Melvern’s archive (which appears to be accessible to scholars and possibly other researchers).

Melvern contended that the killing of the Tutsi constituted genocide and that Hutu mass civilian participation in the killing of Tutsis in April-July 1994 was the result of a conspiracy to commit genocide within a group of high-level Hutu military and government officials. These officials then formulated a genocide plan. Melvern claimed that documentary sources from the government and the military “included evidence of the planning of genocide” and that this new material “gave a unique insight into the minds of the conspirators and how they determined that genocide and the racist ideology...”
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that underpinned it should become a part of government policy”. Making reference to some of the trials of high-ranking military and civilian officials at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), Melvern set out to show that these individuals needed to be convicted for their part in the ‘conspiracy to commit genocide’ against the Tutsi group. To underscore that ‘genocide’ and ‘conspiracy to commit genocide’ are punishable crimes under International Law, Melvern made reference to the *Genocide Convention*. This is a treaty that, as the title proclaims, bound signatory States to prevent and punish instances of genocide commission and conspiracy according to the legal-technical definition of genocide found therein. She also included materials detailing the ICTR Prosecution team’s building of a genocide conspiracy case against a number of high-ranking military officers and informed the reader that the evidence produced in one trial included some of the military documents she had discovered in Kigali (Rwanda’s capital city) – which had subsequently become part of her archive. Melvern asserted that these trials were of public interest worldwide because “whatever evil may befall any group, nation or people” was a matter of concern “for the entire human family.”

There are a number of facts about military activities that Melvern presented from the military documentary sources, which may serve as the basis of interpreting the presence of a genocide conspiracy. This study limits its examination to Melvern’s factual account of the creation and expansion of the civil defence programme for the mass training and arming of civilians (as outlined in the military documents) and her interpretive argument that this programme constituted part of a conspiracy and plan to commit genocide.


93 Ibid., XIII-XIV.
94 Ibid., XV.
95 Ibid., XIV. See Longman’s statement about Melvern collecting useful primary documentary sources at the Hugh Owen Library in section 1.2 of this chapter.
96 Ibid., XV.

This report from Human Rights Watch and FIDH is included as an example of advocacy-orientated human rights reporting. The report documented cases of rape and other acts/forms of sexual violence perpetrated in 1994 predominantly against Tutsi women and girls and to a lesser extent against Hutu women and girls. 98 This documentation was mainly based on interviews with surviving victims of sexual violence, but also included testimonies from medical practitioners and Rwandan women’s organisations as well as Rwandan government and United Nations reports. 99 They argued that the evidence presented “showed” that rape was systematic and “extremely widespread”. 100 It is the first work to focus on the aspect of sexual violence against women in Rwanda in 1994 and is commonly cited in secondary analyses on the subject.101

The report appealed to the ICTR and to the Rwandan government to investigate and prosecute sexual violence perpetrated against women in Rwanda. 102 Referring to provisions in International Law, the report argued that all the identified acts of sexual violence could be prosecuted either as ‘genocide’, crimes against humanity or ‘war


Binaifer Nowrojee is the primary writer of the Human Rights Watch Report under review. She is a scholar of law and a consultant to the Human Rights Watch Women’s Rights Project. Janet Fleischman and Alison Des Forges also contributed to the report’s writing.

98 Ibid., 24.

99 Ibid., vii, 24.

100 Ibid., 2.


102 Human Rights Watch and FIDH, Shattered Lives, 8-10.
crimes’ – provided that the definitional elements of each crime were met.\textsuperscript{103} The report was however, mainly concerned with “showing” that the mass sexual violence of April-July 1994 that was aimed against Tutsi women constituted genocide.

This study examines the facts of sexual violence as presented in the report. It also examines the generalisation about the widespread nature of sexual violence as well as the report’s motivations for the prosecution of acts of sexual violence as ‘genocide’, ‘crimes against humanity’ or ‘war crimes’.


Jones’s article is included in this study as another example of a scholarly theoretical analysis. It is a direct response to the \textit{Shattered Lives} report, choosing instead to focus primarily on the apparently deliberate disproportionate killings of Tutsi males (and some Hutu males) in the mass violence of April-July 1994.\textsuperscript{104} The facts about the killing of males are gathered from Jones’s selection of five human rights reports.\textsuperscript{105} Jones argued that these killings were “gendercides”: gender-selective killing.\textsuperscript{106} \textit{Gendercide} is a theoretical concept attached to a specific gender theory and requiring an explanation of gender (an abstract concept) as an analytical tool.\textsuperscript{107} The article under this study’s review is a refinement and further development of his previous work in the conceptualisation of

\textsuperscript{103} Ibid., 27-31.
\textsuperscript{106} Jones, “Gender and Genocide,” 72.
\textsuperscript{107} Ibid., 69-73.
Jones understood “gendercide” to be the early or “onset phase” of genocide. His theoretical analysis is meant to explain why males tended to be killed first and in larger numbers. This study examines whether the fact of the disproportionate killing of males is an agreed upon fact supported by the evidence before taking a closer look at the theoretical case made.

1.7. Basic Background Facts: The Rwandan Genocide of 1994 and Surrounding Events

On 1 October 1990, a guerrilla organisation known as the Rwandan Patriotic Army/ Front (RPF/RPA) launched its first attempted invasion of Rwanda from its base in Uganda. Its leadership and soldiers were mostly second generation Rwandan Tutsi refugees from the political violence surrounding the 1959 “Social Revolution” against the Tutsi monarchy and aristocracy, and subsequent episodes of mass violence against Tutsis during the administration of the Rwandan President Grégoire Kayibanda (1962 -1973). A few were relatively recent Hutu political opponents to the regime established by President Juvénal Habyarimana since 1973, under the Mouvement Révolutionnaire National pour le Développement (MRND). Most of the refugees had failed to secure full citizenship in their host countries, using invasion to effect their own repatriation and to call for multiparty democracy in Rwanda. Since Rwanda’s independence, Tutsis

111 Ibid; Prunier, 76.
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had been systematically excluded from national government and the army. Furthermore, discrimination occurred within the Hutu majority, with the Kayibanda administration favouring Hutus from Rwanda’s southern préfectures over Hutus from the north (Kayibanda being a Hutu southerner) and the Habyarimana administration similarly favouring Hutu northerners over southerners on the basis of Habyarimana’s (and his supporters’) origins.

The Habyarimana administration responded to the RPF invasion and subsequent military advances with massive arrests of suspected RPF collaborators (mostly Tutsis) and mass killings of Tutsis. From 1990 to 1993 an estimated 2000-3000 Tutsis of the Bagogwe and Bahima sub-groups were killed in operations visibly directed by local authorities and carried out by ordinary civilians or martially-trained civilian militias. Responding to international criticism about the refugee problem and human rights abuses in Rwanda, Habyarimana hastily began a democratization processes in 1991 and sat at the head of a multiparty coalition government by 1992. The democratisation process saw the formation of four major opposition parties, which became part of the multiparty government: the Coalition pour la Défense de la République (CDR); the Mouvement Démocratique Républicain (MDR); the Parti Libéral (PL); and the Parti Social Démocrate (PSD). The MRND was “reborn” as the Mouvement Révolutionnaire
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116 Human Rights Watch, and FIDH, Leave None to tell the Story, 70-73; Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 192-194, Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 17-19, 55-56.


118 Isaac Kamola, The Global Coffee Economy and the Production of Genocide in Rwanda.” Third World Quarterly 28, no. 3 (2007): 585; Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers, 203; Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 24. In keeping with the democratic spirit, the MRND was renamed the MRNDD – the Mouvement Révolutionnaire National pour le Développement et la Démocratie. The MDR was a re-invention of President Kayibanda’s party, which had formed the basis of his totalitarian regime of 1962-1973.
National pour le Développement et la Démocratie (MRNDD). The CDR was initially the only party that was ostensibly against a power-sharing deal with the RPF and its members were predominantly defectors from the old MRND party. Its anti-RPF and anti-Tutsi stance was matched by the views espoused on the ‘hate’ radio station Radio-Télévision Libre des Mille Collines (RTLM) and the newspaper Kangura. Each party had a youth wing that eventually became a martially-trained civilian militia in the face of fierce inter-party rivalries. The most well-known of these was the Interahamwe of the MRNDD and Impuzamugambi of the CDR. Repeated RPF incursions cast suspicion over whether the RPF itself was in favour of power-sharing. The biggest RPF offensive, staged in February 1993, came at the time of a ceasefire. Intra-party divisions between those who supported continued negotiations with the RPF and those who were against the RPF became more pronounced. A peace agreement known as the Arusha Accords was eventually signed on 4 August of 1993, which gave the RPF representation in the government and made provisions for the incorporation of the RPF soldiers into the Rwandan army. The United Nations Assistance Mission in Rwanda was deployed in November 1993 to oversee the implementation of the agreement.

On 6 April 1994, a ground-to-air missile shot Habyarimana’s plane on his return from the peace talks in Arusha, Tanzania. It was never clear who exactly conducted this assassination, but each side of the war blamed the other. Within hours of this incident, Rwandan Prime Minister Agathe Uwilingiyamana was also assassinated. The mass killing of Tutsis commenced thereafter, alongside the killing of Hutu political “moderates” and ordinary Hutus who opposed the killings. Implicated in the killings and the sexual violence were the Rwandan Armed Forces, civilian militias of every political

\[119\] Mamdani, *When Victims Become Killers*, 190; Melvern, *Conspiracy to Murder*, 49-54. The argument us that some of the shareholders of the RTLM were CDR and MRNDD members who were in government or the army.

\[120\] Kamola, “The Global Coffee Economy,” 585; Melvern, *Conspiracy to Murder*, 36-38, 54-55. Melvern argued that most of this violence was actually committed by members of the MRNDD and CDR or individuals otherwise closely aligned to the two parties with the purpose of spreading suspicion and division among the parties. Later it would be used to attempt to unify the parties against the RPF.

\[121\] Clapham, “The Perils of Peacemaking,” 202-204; Mamdani, *When Victims Become Killers*, 199. The CDR was the only major party left out of the proposed transitional coalition government.

\[122\] Ibid.
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party, civilians trained within the State's civil defence programme and ordinary Hutu civilians. The killings ended with the RPF/RPA's military victory in mid-July. There are claims and some evidence that the RPA engaged in the mass killings of Hutu civilians around this time. The RPA-perpetrated killings are beyond the scope of this study.

1.8. Chapter Organisation

The study is organised into five chapters including the current one. Chapter Two provides a more detailed outlining of the research methodology to be used in examining the selected works. Chapter Three provides an examination of the issues raised with regard to the works of Mamdani and Melvern. Chapter Four provides an examination of the issues raised with regard to the Shattered Lives report and Jones's article. Chapter Five contains the study's closing reflections.

124 Human Rights Watch and FIDH, Rwanda, Shattered Lives, 12; Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 252
Chapter Two: Research Methodology

2.1. Introduction

The study has posed the question of whether the main points of concern, criticism or dispute coming from the literature on the Rwandan mass violence of April-July 1994 are regarding the basic facts and evidence presented within the literature or regarding the interpretive frameworks used to “process” those facts. The study proposes that the answer lies in first assessing the research priorities and objectives behind advocacy-related, advocacy-orientated and scholarly literature. This probe uncovers the preferred methods of evidence-gathering and interpretive frameworks of the “literary genres” specified. This chapter of the study further discusses the methods to be used to assess the facts, evidence and the “genre-relevant” interpretive frameworks. It begins with a basic introduction to source criticism, the method used for probing the facts and evidence. It then moves on to a very brief discussion of how generalisations are made from the evidence. The chapter looks at how mass killings and mass sexual violence may be interpreted under International Law, which is the framework proposed by Melvern and Human Rights Watch/FIDH. The legal approach is contrasted with the social-scientific approach adopted in the subfield of comparative genocide studies, which has some relevance to understanding Jones’s and Mamdani’s conceptualisations of gendercide and genocide respectively. The chapter ends with a discussion of theories of communal identities and with an introduction to how the theoretical construct ‘gender’ may be used as an analytical tool.
2.2. Basic Facts, Empirical Evidence and Interpretive Frameworks

2.2.1. Source Criticism as a Method of Investigating Basic Facts and Empirical Evidence about Mass Killings and Sexual Violence

Source criticism is associated with a “documentary” or “objectivist” model of knowledge, whose basis of research is the search for facts about things, events or phenomena. The objective of the researcher is to find out as many details as is possible about past events through a critical review of the fragmentary evidence presented by a number of sources, and to thereby uncover the factual inaccuracies and misrepresentations garnered from the sources. Scholars are required to critically evaluate the quality of the both their sources and the evidence they glean from them in the same way that the courts, humans rights organisations and journalists are required to evaluate their evidence. Using the “hermeneutics of suspicion” the researcher considers: the authenticity and proof of authorship of a documentary source; the credibility of an informant/witness (that is, the
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external aspects of the source); as well as the factual accuracy of the evidence presented by the source (internal aspects). With regard to factual accuracy the researcher considers two components: the internal component, which refers to the ability of the evidence to stand on its own in terms of its "directness, coherence and logical consistency"; the external component, which refers to the extent of correspondence or agreement between one source and other independent sources on the facts. In principle, primary sources are considered to be more reliable than secondary sources because of their proximity to the event in question. Among the works to be reviewed, those of Melvern and Human Rights Watch/FIDH are secondary sources in the historical sense. The works of Mamdani and Jones are tertiary sources. However one keeps in mind that the authors' claim to credibility may be that they are trained observers who are expected to critically sift through evidence – regardless of whether the evidence was received directly from the primary sources (as is largely the case with Melvern and Human Rights Watch/FIDH) or from secondary sources (as is largely the case with Mamdani and Jones).

2.2.2. Making Generalisations about Mass Killings and Sexual Violence

Human rights investigators and social scientists seek not only to verify individual cases of violence but also to make generalisations about the extent of the violence, "the nature of government (and where relevant, insurgent) responsibility for the abuses, and the significance of apparent trends" within a given time period. They have a responsibility to guard against selection procedures that would produce a distorted picture of the general patterns of violence in a country. To minimise the evidentiary distortions that may be presented by one particular source, they need to review a broad range of sources in order to identify potential witnesses for interviewing purposes. Investors need to collect testimonies from a broad range of witnesses from different parts of the area under
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investigation which, when viewed as a whole, would provide a representative picture of patterns of abuse in that area.\textsuperscript{136} If investigators are unable to get a sample of testimonies that are representative of patterns of abuse in the whole area because other parts of the area are (for whatever reason) inaccessible to the investigator or witnesses in this area are unwilling/unable to give testimony, then investigators must convey the effect of the constraints on the final conclusions presented in the report.\textsuperscript{137}

\textbf{2.2.3. Mass Killings, Mass Sexual Violence and International Law}

As advocacy-related and advocacy-orientated literary genres, investigative journalism and human rights investigation are essentially driven by moral concerns or moral principles, that is, the ‘alleviation’ of ‘human suffering’ or the public exposure of ‘wrongdoings’.\textsuperscript{138} However sceptics of such ‘humanitarian’ concerns have argued that moral principles are not universal and conceptions of ‘human suffering’ are both culturally-determined and era-specific.\textsuperscript{139} To counter challenges to their claim of objectivity, writers within the two genres use a strategy described by some observers as the “objectification of moral standards” by which they locate some “empirically determined standard” by which to demonstrate the transgression and harm done.\textsuperscript{140}

Human rights reporters use the provisions found in International Human Rights Law,
International Humanitarian Law and other international standards (and to a lesser extent domestic law) to interpret instances of violence.\(^{141}\) Investigative journalists have a range of ‘objective’ standards, rules or guidelines by which to interpret events; but they appear to favour the law as a principle instrument of interpretation.\(^{142}\)

Melvern, the investigative journalist, claimed to show that the creation of the Rwandan civil defence programme was the manifestation of a conspiracy and plan to commit genocide against the Tutsi group.\(^{143}\) The Human Rights Watch/FIDH authors advocated the investigation and prosecution of rape and other acts/forms of mass sexual violence perpetrated in April-July 1994 "where applicable" as “genocide,” “crimes against humanity” and “war crimes”,\(^{144}\) even though the main focus of the report was showing how mass sexual violence against Tutsi women in this period met the definitional elements of the crime of genocide.

Both works have either explicitly expressed or implied that ‘genocide’, ‘crimes against humanity’ and ‘war crimes’ are crimes in International Law, but both have generally avoided explaining under what sub-division of International Law the crimes belong.\(^{145}\) They may have had good reason: the literature produced by law scholar-practitioners has referred to all three crimes as being subsumed either under International Humanitarian Law or under International Criminal Law, leading to possible confusion among non-specialists.\(^{146}\) By this study’s understanding, the three crimes constitute both serious violations of International Humanitarian Law and crimes under International Criminal
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\(^{145}\) Human Rights Watch and FIDH, *Shattered Lives*, 27, 28; Melvern, *Conspiracy to Murder*, XV. It is noted that in Shattered Lives, the authors referred to International Humanitarian Law in relation to ‘war crimes’

Law. Serious violations of International Humanitarian Law are those acts committed in situations of armed conflict/war in contravention of the laws and customs of war. International Criminal Law encompasses a broader range of internationally punishable crimes, both “crimes of war” and crimes that are not necessarily tied to the context of armed conflict (for example torture, slavery, piracy and terrorism). Genocide and crimes against humanity are recognised as crimes in armed conflict/war and in times of peace. International Criminal Law involves the practice of holding individuals responsible for committing international crimes through criminal prosecution and the establishment of precedents emanating from international criminal prosecution. Thus International Criminal Law may be usefully understood as encompassing the “penal aspects of International Humanitarian Law”.

Both authors framed their agendas in the context of ongoing and expected trials at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), which has jurisdiction over crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity and violations of Article 3 Common to the Geneva Conventions and of Additional Protocol II (‘war crimes’ pertaining to a civil war context). Article 2 of the ICTR Statute is taken directly from the Genocide Convention, defining genocide as:

“any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such: a) Killing members of the group; b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.”
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Article 2 of *ICTR Statute* further elaborates that genocide, conspiracy to commit genocide, direct and public incitement to commit genocide, attempt to commit genocide and complicity in genocide.\(^{155}\)

Drawing from and modifying the precedent definition of crimes against humanity as laid out in Article 6 of the Charter of the Nuremberg Tribunal and Control Council Law Number 10 (both written in 1945 in the context of post World War II trials to prosecute persons responsible for serious violations of International Humanitarian Law), Article 3 of the *ICTR Statute* defines *crimes against humanity* as:

"...the following crimes when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack against any civilian population on national, political, ethnic, racial or religious grounds: a) Murder; b) Extermination; c) Enslavement; e) Deportation; f) Imprisonment; g) Torture; h) Rape; i) Persecutions on political, racial, or religious grounds; j) Other humane acts."\(^{156}\)

Article 4 of the *ICTR Statute* fuses the provisions provided by the *Geneva Conventions* and the second Protocol Additional to the *Geneva Conventions (Additional Protocol II)* in order to determine war crimes in the Rwandan context. The four *Geneva Conventions* and their *Additional Protocols* are treaties that lay out prohibited conduct in armed conflicts.\(^{157}\) Only Article 3 common to the *Geneva Conventions* and Additional Protocol
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\(^{156}\) Schabas, 211-213. From Schabas one sees that the definition of crimes against humanity has evolved from 1945. Whereas the Nuremberg Charter held that crimes against humanity were committed in pursuit of aggressive war or crimes against peace, the ICTR Statute has removed this nexus with aggressive war.

II are applicable to non-international armed conflicts.\textsuperscript{158} Article 4 of the \textit{ICTR Statute} states that the following acts are punishable under the ICTR’s jurisdiction as Violations of Article 3 Common to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol II:

a) Violence to life, health and physical or mental well-being of persons, in particular murder as well as cruel treatment such as torture, mutilation and any form of corporal punishment; b) Collective Punishments; c) Taking of hostages; d) Acts of terrorism; e) Outrages on personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment, rape, enforced prostitution and any form of indecent assault; f) Pillage; g) The passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without previous judgement passed by a regularly constituted court, affording all judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples; h) Threats to commit any of the foregoing acts.\textsuperscript{159}

Both Melvern and the Human Rights Watch/FIDH authors expressed confidence that the acts and activities that they documented were clearly prosecutable under the provisions outlined above, because the provisions made explicit reference to acts of ‘killing’ and ‘rape’.\textsuperscript{160} Furthermore, the Human Rights Watch/FIDH authors were confident that the wording of some of the provisions listed above was open to interpretation (especially in the definition of genocide), thereby allowing for the consideration of acts and forms of sexual violence that were not explicitly enumerated.\textsuperscript{161} However, one observer of human rights reporting warned that the law is a “plastic medium of discourse, capable of varied, though certainly not infinite interpretations.”\textsuperscript{162} He warned that those accused of transgressions/violations had three options: \textit{literal denial} (nothing happened); \textit{interpretive denial} (for example: something happened, but it was not, genocide or conspiracy to commit genocide); and \textit{implicatory denial} (what happened was justified).\textsuperscript{163} He suggested that most disagreements between alleged perpetrators of violence and their critics (human rights reporters and others) are at the level of interpretation.

\textsuperscript{158} Dyani, 173.
\textsuperscript{159} ICTR Statute, Article 4.
\textsuperscript{161} Human Rights Watch and FIDH, \textit{Shattered Lives}, 30, 35.
\textsuperscript{162} Cohen, 526.
\textsuperscript{163} Cohen, 522.
2.2.4. The Social Scientific Study of Mass Killing and Mass Sexual Violence in Comparative Genocide Studies

Social scientists within the cross-disciplinary sub-field of comparative genocide studies are broadly concerned with the same basic facts (explanandum): mass killing, sexual violence and other violence against members of a group “that is differentiated from other groups along one or more dimensions.” The mass killing is conceived to be carried out by “individuals who are acting as members or representatives of a group.” The social scientists’ professional claim is that they study different cases of mass killing for the purpose of defining and outlining the “boundaries of a set of cases which they want to study for the purpose of discovering their common elements and analysing the processes that brought them about”. In the case of comparative genocide studies the specific objective is “to identify cases of genocide (or mass killing) and use qualitative, country-case comparisons to isolate commonalities across time and space.” Part of the task entails the scholars’ distinguishing between those cases that they would classify as ‘genocide’ from those they would classify, for example, as ‘gendercide’.

Social scientists in comparative genocide studies have a conflicted relationship with the technical term of ‘genocide’, which demarcates an international crime. On the one hand ‘genocide’ is a term suited for legally-based analyses such as those carried out by legal scholars/practitioners (lawyers) and human rights reporters/activists. Social scientist are not typically involved in the legal task of regulating international crimes such as genocide and are not strictly bound to the use of technical terms in the way that legal scholar/practitioners and human rights reporters are. Nevertheless, the comparative genocide studies sub-field is historically tied to the juridical origins of the term ‘genocide’: from the coinage of the term by the jurist Lemkin in the context of the Jewish
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Holocaust and its aftermath;\textsuperscript{169} to the inter-State acceptance of a common definition of genocide at the inception of the Genocide Convention in 1948.\textsuperscript{170} Thus, it may not come as a surprise that the most influential authorities in comparative genocide studies have shown themselves to be heavily influenced by the juridical/human perspective in their concern with the detection and prevention of the mass killing of civilians.\textsuperscript{171} It would appear that for the most part, social scientists are caught between introducing entirely new analytical definitions of genocide and keeping the essential ‘spirit’ of the legal definition (that is, the spirit of international protection for human groups against organised mass violence).

The requirement that there be an “intent to destroy” a group and the restriction of victim groups to racial, national, ethnical and religious groups are the defining markers of the legal definition of genocide. Lemkin originally defined genocide as “the destruction of a nation or of an ethnic group.”\textsuperscript{172} The term genocide is constructed from the ancient Greek derivative ‘genos’ (meaning ‘race’ or ‘tribe’) and the Latin derivative ‘cide’ (meaning ‘killing’).\textsuperscript{173} Subsequently, social scientists have had the option of using the term ‘genocide’ to designate any mass killing that targets groups on any single or combination of dimensions and of abandoning the requirement of intent articulated in Article 2 of the Genocide Convention.\textsuperscript{174} In the place of the requirement of intent, social scientists might choose to focus on the consequences of the killing.\textsuperscript{175} However because social scientists can formulate their own conceptualisations of genocide, authors in the sub-field lack


\textsuperscript{170} Refer to subsection 1.6 in Chapter One.


\textsuperscript{173} Ibid. See also Power, 42. Power further explained that the Latin derivative \textit{cide} is taken from the infinitive \textit{cercedere} (meaning ‘to kill’).


\textsuperscript{175} Stein, 48.
agreement on what genocide is and what genocide is not.\textsuperscript{176} One surveyor of the subfield commented that "one author's genocide is another's state terrorism".\textsuperscript{177} Whereas scholars are typically expected to give accounts of the works of other genocide scholars in their own analyses, this study uses the legal-technical definition of genocide as the definition by which to compare Mamdani and Jones's respective conceptualisations of genocide (as discussed in Chapters Four and Five). It was earlier noted that within the Rwanda case study, Jones considered gendercide to be a component of genocide; but in his earlier work, Jones expressed that gendercide might be usefully understood as a type of genocide (this is discussed further in Chapter Five).\textsuperscript{178}

2.2.5. Understanding Victims and Perpetrators of Mass Killing and Mass Sexual Violence as Members of Communal Groups

To understand a strategy of genocide, one must grasp how the perpetrators choose the designated victim group and how the perpetrators differentiate themselves from the victim group.\textsuperscript{179} The United Nations member States who contributed to the formulation of the \textit{Genocide Convention} argued that an individual's membership in a racial, ethnic, religious or national group was usually hereditary and the distinctive features of these groups were permanent; thus distinguishing these groups from those where membership was supposedly voluntary (for example political groups) and whose distinctive features were impermanent.\textsuperscript{180} Yet nothing in their argument explained why genocide might be perpetrated against the identified groups.

\textsuperscript{176} Ibid., 40-41.
\textsuperscript{180} Leo Kuper, \textit{Genocide: Its Political Use in the Twentieth Century} (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1981), 26; Matthew Lippman, "The Drafting of the 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide," \textit{Boston University International Law Journal} 3, no. 1 (1985):30. This was the argument of Iran, Soviet Union, Poland and Venezuela, the latter three arguing that protection of political groups in particular, would mean that efforts to combat domestic subversion would be labelled genocide. The ICTR maintained the views of the original drafters of the Genocide Convention.
There are at least two complementary bodies of social-scientific scholarship (with some overlap in their concern with mass violence) to which one can refer in attempts to fill this explanatory lacuna. The first is the already mentioned subfield of comparative genocide research, which is responsible for the generation of explanations of why and how genocides (and other comparable schemes of human mass killing/elimination occur).

The second is what one may refer to (in perhaps very broad and oversimplified terms) as the scholarship on ethnicity or the study of the basis of communal group differentiation and identity. The latter body of scholarship extends to encompass (among other concerns) the study of ethnicity/communal group differentiation as a factor or cause of mass violence, of which armed conflicts/wars and genocide are but a few manifestations. An independent, extensive, critical and cross-disciplinary survey of the discussions and debates on the available theories of genocide and ethnicity (specifically ethnicity and inter-group violence) within the literature would have been desirable; yet such an endeavour is impossible given the limited scope of this minor dissertation. This sub-section is only a starting point to understanding some of the issues around both bodies of scholarship and serves as an introduction to Maudani’s effort to fuse to his theory of political identity (which entails a rethinking of “ethnicity”) with his theory of genocide in order to explain why the Rwandan genocide of 1994 occurred.

Scott Straus, a political scientist and expert in comparative genocide research, has provided a review article that serves as a brief history of social-scientific scholarship on genocide: from the “first-generation” pioneering genocide scholars of the 1970s and
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181 Straus, “Second-Generation Comparative Research on Genocide,” 479. Straus’s reference to genocide as a “topic of study”, rather than a “subfield” (as used in the minor dissertation), is noted.
184 Refer to Chapter Three, subsection 3.2.2 under point b.
1980s to the “second-generations of the post Cold-War era.” While he has noted that neither generation of genocide scholars has thus far succeeded in producing a commonly accepted concept of genocide, his review has highlighted that each generation has within itself a few commonly-shared main theoretical perspectives and has highlighted the points of departure between the generations with regards to their respective proposals on the factors leading to genocide. A very limited discussion of his general findings is offered here. Three main claims are identified as being central to first-generation genocide scholarship. The first claim is that “deep social divisions,” including cultures of prejudice and entrenched practices of discrimination, are structural causes of genocide. The second claim is that genocide is a feature of authoritarian regime types. The third claim is that genocide is a response to deprivation and social stress caused by such factors as economic crisis or defeat in war. Second-generation
genocide scholars reject all these claims, mainly on the following bases: social-cultural divisions, authoritarian regimes and socio-economic crises are relatively ubiquitous compared to genocide (which is relatively rare) and therefore none of the three afore-mentioned conditions is sufficient or necessary to cause genocide; arguments attributing genocide to any of the three afore-mentioned conditions cannot explain the timing of genocide; there were cases where genocides were perpetrated in areas where the three afore-mentioned conditions did not necessarily apply.

Straus identified three overlapping explanatory paradigms from the books he reviewed: idealism, political development, and state interest. Idealism posits that genocide is the result of leaders’ efforts to achieve an ideal society by removing groups (identified by the leaders as being different from the leaders’ groups on ethnic, national, racial or other identity-based dimension) who do not fit into this ideal society. The political development paradigm posits that genocide is the result of “mainstream quests to establish modern democratic and competitive states” by removing the nations, ethnic, racial and other groups that leaders perceive (for various reasons) to be obstacles to ‘progress’. The state interests paradigm posits that genocide is the result of leaders’ schemes to pursue/protect “raisons d’état – the interests of state leaders to survive, win wars, and implement their fundamental goals”, usually as an emotional or rational response to certain events or conditions such as wartime losses and clashes over land/living space. A potential strength of second-generation genocide scholarship is its aim to analyse genocide as one type of outcome out of a number of other possible outcomes and “to use the tools of comparative historical analysis to understand why the

thinking has been applied to the Rwandan case study, Straus referred to Peter Uvin, Aiding Violence: The Development Enterprise in Rwanda (West Hartford, Connecticut: Kumarian Press, 1998).


Ibid., 489.

Ibid. Straus cited the following authors as the main exemplars of this paradigm: Weitz, A Century of Genocide; Sémelin, Purifier et détruire.

Straus, “Second-Generation Research on Genocide,” 490. Straus cited the following authors as the main exemplars of this paradigm: Mann, The Dark Side of Democracy; Levene, Genocide in the Age of the Nation State.

Straus, “Second-Generation Research on Genocide,” 491. Straus cited the following authors as the main exemplars of this paradigm: Valentino, Final Solutions; Midlarsky, The Killing Trap.
phenomenon happens." Straus had a number of criticisms concerning each paradigm. One of the main problems he identified with these paradigms as a whole is that they contained the same central weaknesses identified within the claims of the first-generation genocide scholarship: idealistic leaders, states seeking to modernise, leaders in pursuit/ protection of "raisons d'État" and many of the other conditions specified were ubiquitous relative to genocide and mass killing; some case studies of genocide and mass killing did not conform to the conditions posited by the paradigms.

It is important to stress that Straus's review is mentioned here as a relatively good starting point to understanding the overall history of comparative genocide scholarship, the intention is not to portray it as the final or only word on the development of theories of genocide within the comparative genocide subfield. Those who want to pursue a serious study of genocide theories would need to look at other reviews and search for specific scholars to concentrate on.

On its own, the subfield of comparative genocide studies may not be able to adequately address the question of the conceptualisation of ethnic, national, racial and other groups. This is where the body of scholarship and ethnicity and identity may be useful. Attempts within this study to find a recent review article on the history of social-scientific scholarship on ethnicity and identity have been less successful than was the case with comparative genocide studies. A relatively old article by G. Carter Bentley offers a brief history of the anthropological study of ethnicity. Bentley stated that "ethnicity emerged as a key problem in anthropology" when Edmund Leach challenged the then conventional assumption that societies and cultures co-vary to such an extent that the two
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197 A potentially useful reference is: Stryker and Burke, "The Past, Present and Future of an Identity Theory," 284. Social psychologists Stryker and Burke identified three usages of the term 'identity'. The first refers to the culture of a people and makes no distinction between identity and ethnicity, for example. The second refers to a common identification with a collectivity or social category, as in social identity theory or in contemporary work, which creates a common culture among participants. The third refers to the parts of the self, made up of the meanings that individuals attach to the multiple roles they play in "highly differentiated contemporary societies" 198 Bentley, 24-55.
terms can be used interchangeably. Leach contended that members of a social group do not necessarily share distinctive cultural traits and that social units are the result of “subjective processes of categorical ascription” that are not necessarily related to “the observers’ perceptions of cultural discontinuities.” Leach thus opened the debate on whether analytical units should be based on observer’s criteria or on indigenous social distinctions, which (with increasing contributions from other scholars) evolved into a debate over whether “analytically useful units can be inferred from observed distributions of culture traits.”

Debates over ethnicity have subsequently been broadly divided into two major schools of thought: primordialism and instrumentalism. While this study has not been able to pinpoint the moment at which other social scientists (besides anthropologists) entered into the study of ethnicity, a look at Bentley’s review and other reviews suggests that the “primordialist-instrumentalist dichotomy” cuts across social-scientific disciplines. Primordialists contend that “subjective claims to ethnic identity” are “derived from the affective potency of primordial attachments” (such as shared histories, languages et cetera), and propose that nations and ethnic groups are naturally-occurring units that have always divided the human species as basically as sex or geography. The

200 Ibid.
202 Bentley, 25. See also: Blimes, 537; Henderson, 655.
203 One notices, for example, Bentley’s citations of Immanuel Wallerstein (an international relations scholar/world systems analyst, sociologist and historical social scientist) and Crawford Young (an expert in comparative politics) alongside citations of prominent anthropologists such as Clifford Geertz. See Bentley, 25. Immanuel Wallerstein, “Ethnicity and National Integration,” *Cahiers d’études africaines* 1, no. 3 (1960): 129-39; See also the literature surveys of the following: Blimes, 536-547; Henderson, 649-688.
primordialist argument appears to be in line with the argument made by the United Nations member States, as specified at the beginning of this subsection. Instrumentalists share the position that certain political, economic and other material interests drive the formation of ethnic and other groups. Some instrumentalists contend that subjective claims to ethnic identity are derived from the “manipulation of culture in service of collective political and economic interests” and that ethnic groups (and nations) exist as a vehicle for the “pursuit of collective advantage.” Other instrumentalists contend that ethnic and national units are the outcome of elite manipulation in the elites’ struggle for wealth, power and prestige, proposing that ethnic and national membership is “a fiction constructed by leaders and sold to their impressionable followers.”

While conceding the appealing simplicity of the general positions under these two schools of thought, Leach was not convinced that either school explained how individual people come to recognise the “commonalities” (and differences) underlying claims to common (and separate) identity. Although social psychologists Sheldon Stryker and Peter J. Burke did not necessarily seek to resolve the problem that Leach identified with primordialism and instrumentalism, they were similarly concerned with the problem of identity at the level of the individual. They posited that individuals have multiple identities and that the key question is that of identity salience, which is a question of “the probability that an identity will be invoked across a variety of situations, or alternatively across persons in a given situation.”

The primordialist and instrumentalist schools of thought have dominated what political scientist Errol Henderson referred to as “a cottage industry...around studies of ethnic
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conflict.\textsuperscript{212} Primordialists argue that “ancient hatreds” or socio-biological differences between groups are the cause of violent conflict between them.\textsuperscript{213} Instrumentalists argue that campaigns of violence between groups are strategies by which group elites pursued their interests.\textsuperscript{214}

Mamdani argued that racial and ethnic groups need to be considered as political identities.\textsuperscript{215} Political identities are created by the State, which allocates rights and privileges to certain groups and not others.\textsuperscript{216} Mamdani offered his political identity theory as an explicit challenge to primordialist and instrumentalist propositions about the constituents of ethnic difference.\textsuperscript{217} He also wanted to discuss the issue of race, which he identified as a remarkable silence in studies on African politics; in contrast to the relatively vigorous debate on ethnicity\textsuperscript{218} Exactly how Mamdani linked political identities to political violence and genocide - in order to explain the Rwandan mass killings of 1994 - is explored in Chapter Three.

2.2.6. Gender as an Analytical tool for Studying Mass Killing and Sexual Violence

This study seeks to interrogate how Jones used gender, a theoretical construct, as an analytical tool in his development of the concept of “gendercide” to classify and to explain the killing of Tutsi males. The study also notes that the Human Rights Watch/FIDH report claimed that “women and girls are often targeted for sexual abuse on the basis of their gender” and used the terms “sexual violence” and “gender-based crimes” interchangeably;\textsuperscript{219} but the report only offered rudimentary explanations of gender and no sustained theoretical gender analysis.

\textsuperscript{212} Henderson, 651.
\textsuperscript{213} Ibid., 655-657, Blimes, 537.
\textsuperscript{214} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{215} Mamdani, 20.
\textsuperscript{216} Ibid., 22.
\textsuperscript{217} Ibid., 15.
\textsuperscript{218} Ibid.
Generally speaking, theoretical knowledge of how gender operates is underdeveloped; but there are several schools of thought (mostly feminist) who have inconsistently tried to use gender as a “central category of analysis.” At a minimum, these schools of thought have tried to achieve a unanimously agreed-upon distinction between sex and gender, with sex meant to refer to the basic biological differences between men and women and gender referring to the various social beliefs about these biological differences. In practice, these schools are divided between those who focus exclusively on the distinction as a dichotomy (socio-cultural or constructivist approach) and those who posit that the overlap/interplay between ‘bodies’ and ‘beliefs’ is greater than the distinction (socio-biological approach). There is a middle ground on the matter; one that holds that while the dichotomy between “bodies” and “beliefs” is false, the distinction between sex and gender is analytically necessary for operationalising the two.

In line with this middle ground, the current investigation elaborates the distinction between the two. Sex is a reference to the biological classification of ‘male’ and ‘female’ as anatomically and physiologically different entities (in this context the entities are constituent of the human species). Sex can usually be observed directly with little controversy. There are two exceptions to this rule. The first is the existence of “inter-sexed” or hermaphroditic individuals who display some or all the sexual/reproductive organs of both males and females. The second exception is the medical condition known as “Gender Identity Disorder.” Recent neurological research has revealed that there are dimorphisms in terms of the brains of males and females. People with male reproductive organs typically have ‘male-coded’ brains and the same applies to females. People with Gender Identity Disorder have male-coded brains have female reproductive organs or vice versa. For social scientific gender studies, the term Gender Identity Disorder is problematic because it is a medical/biological condition, whereas ‘gender’ pertains to socially-learned/determined behaviours. On inter-sexed individuals, see R.K. Williamson, “The Blessed Curse: Spirituality and Sexual Difference as viewed by Euro-American and Native-American Cultures,” The College News, 17, no. 4.
whether: the victims are males only (men and/or boys); the victims are females only (women and/or girls); whether the victim group consists of equal numbers of males and females; whether the victim groups consist of different numbers of males and females.

Gender is loosely understood as a social construction consisting of shared beliefs about how men and women should behave and how they should present themselves (in terms of dress code, *et cetera*) in order to be considered socially-acceptable men and women (that is, masculine and feminine respectively). The same ‘gendered’ social beliefs also prescribe, among other things, socially-accepted divisions of labour between the sexes.

Inter-sex and intra-sex interactions are regulated by these social beliefs and the social institutions created through these beliefs. One cannot observe gender directly; one can only observe the sex-based outcomes that may be a result of “gendered” beliefs.

It is an analytical error to assume that ‘gender’ is a factor in instances where victims are exclusively or predominantly of one sex. Likewise, it is an analytical error to assume that gender is not a factor in instances where both sexes are equally represented in a victim group. To invoke gender in explanations of mass violence, one has to show how social beliefs about men and women have led to such outcomes. For this study’s purposes, Carpenter’s theoretical framework of gender is borrowed. *Gender identities* work at the inter-related levels of individual self-perception (personal identity) and societal perception (social identity), both of which concern beliefs and expectations about what ‘sort’ of ‘man’ or ‘woman’ an individual is and regulate how he/she should behave in a given situation.
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Gender discourses also consist of gender norms such as ‘spare women and children’, which may inform certain actions and policy decisions. Gender discourses direct attention to gender identities, resulting in empirical outcomes that are either be sex-selective (intentionally targeting people of one sex) or sex-distinctive (intentional and direct targeting people of both sexes, but in different ways or in different proportions).\textsuperscript{232}

Gender structures come into being through the socially-determined channelling of men and women into different institutions, such as the military for men or the caregiving/caretaking professions of the nurse, housewife or domestic servant for women. Gender structures may originate from overt gender discourse, but over time the presence of men and women in these institutions “naturalises the supposed masculinity (or femininity) of the institutions themselves.”\textsuperscript{233} The empirical outcomes of gender structures are sex-specific, since individuals are targeted not on the basis of individual or collective gender identities as such, but rather on the basis of their membership of gender structures that have come to be predominantly male or predominantly female.

In order to qualify his assertion that the killing of Tutsi men was gender-selective (that is, with a sex-selective outcome), Jones will have to show how Tutsi men were killed on the basis of perpetrators’ beliefs and discourses about their gender identities, as opposed to being targeted on the basis of their belonging to gender structures in which men predominate.\textsuperscript{234} Likewise, while human rights reports are not typically strong on theory, one might still expect the Human Rights Watch/FIDH authors to give some indication of the social beliefs that made the targeting of women for sexual violence possible.

\textsuperscript{231} Carpenter, “Beyond Gendercide,” 80-81.
\textsuperscript{232} Ibid., 78, 90.
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Chapter Three: Mamdani and Melvern: Mass Civilian Mobilisation and Participation in the Rwandan Mass Killings of April-July 1994

3.1. Introduction

The books of Mamdani and Melvern are examined in this chapter as examples of scholarly analysis and of advocacy-related investigative journalism respectively. They provide two different approaches and perspectives to the investigation of mass civilian participation in the mass killings of April-July 1994. While Mamdani’s book is the older publication, it is a secondary analysis that is primarily dependent on the limited empirical data collected by other researchers as the basis for applying a specific theoretical framework to explain what Mamdani saw as the popular agency of those who participated or otherwise condoned the killing of Tutsis and suspected Tutsi sympathisers. Melvern’s work appears to be the hallmark of groundbreaking investigative journalism, given the author’s opening statement about her introduction of previously inaccessible sources to provide new details about the Rwandan government’s war strategies against the invading Rwandan Patriotic Front/Army (RPA/RPF) from 1990 up to the outbreak of the mass killings in April 1994. She also apparently made use of previously published literature. Melvern’s work sought to show how certain civilian and military authorities were responsible for mass civilian participation in the 1994 mass killings. But beyond a factual description of events, Melvern sought to show that the authorities in question had committed international crimes for which they ought to be punished. In focusing on the activities of the mentioned authorities from the start of the civil war and to the commencement of the 1994 and in referring to both International Law provisions and the arguments of the Prosecution in key cases at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), Melvern professed to show that there had been a “conspiracy to commit genocide”.


3.2.1. The Facts to be Explained

It is an undisputed fact that, even though the exact numbers are unknown, the Tutsis were the predominant targets and victims of the April-July 1994 killings.\footnote{Human Rights Watch and Fédération Internationale des Ligues des Droits de L’Homme, *Shattered Lives: Sexual Violence during the Rwandan Genocide and its Aftermath* (New York: Human Rights Watch and Fédération Internationale des Ligues des Droits de L’Homme, 1996), 12-13; Human Rights Watch, *Leave None to Tell the Story: The Rwandan Genocide* (New York and Paris: Human Rights Watch and Fédération Internationale des Ligues des Droits de L’Homme, 1999), 6, 11-14, 17 [Online]. Available: http://www.grandslacs.net/doc/1317.pdf (2009, August 25); Adam Jones, “Gender and Genocide in Rwanda,” *Journal of Genocide Research* 4, no. 1 (2002): 67-80; Alan J. Kuperman, *The Limits of Humanitarian Intervention: Genocide in Rwanda* (Washington D.C.: Brookings Institute Press, 2001), 19-20; Mamdani, 5-6, 206; Melvern, *Conspiracy to Murder*, 20-21, 252-253; Scott Straus, “How Many Perpetrators were there in the Rwandan Genocide? An Estimate,” *Journal of Genocide Research* 6, no. 1 (2004): 85, 88; Marijke Verpoorten, “The Death Toll of the Rwandan Genocide: A Detailed Analysis of the Gikongoro Province,” *Population* 60, no. 4 (2005): 331-333.} It is also beyond dispute that Hutu civilians participated in the killings that were instigated by Hutu extremist or génocidaires within government, the army and civil society.\footnote{Ibid.} The category of ‘civilian’ included: members of “youth wings” or “militias that were directly linked to Rwanda’s political parties with paramilitary training (such as the infamous *Interahamwe* of the Mouvement Révolutionnaire National pour le Développement et la Démocratie or MRNDD); civilians who were trained and armed under the civil defence programme; and untrained ordinary civilians. There is however, uncertainty about the exact quantity of this “popular” mass participation. Around the time of the publication of Mamdani’s book, the prevalent assumption among scholars and others was that there had been overwhelming popular participation from the Hutu.\footnote{Timothy Longman and Scott Straus provided a literature survey of authors who have made this assumption of a high level of popular participation in the 1994 killings, apparently without solid evidence. Timothy Longman, “Placing Genocide in Context: Research Priorities for the Rwandan Genocide,” *Journal of Genocide Research* 6, no. 1 (2004): 35.} These assumptions seemed to be fed in part by speculation from surviving victims and by statements made by representatives of RPF-led government about having to face “a criminal population”\footnote{Ibid.; Mamdani, 6, 224-225, 266-267.}. Drawing from these earlier published works and sources, Mamdani strongly asserted that
the mass-scale participation of the civilian Hutu population is the primary weapon that made it possible for the Hutu extremists to achieve the killing of Tutsi on a massive scale. He supported this assertion with evidence that is either incomplete or that he had misread, and with some sources of questionable credibility.

a) The Number of Victims Killed, by Ethnic Group

While Mamdani acknowledged that the exact number of victims was not known (and may never be known), Mamdani cited that estimates of Tutsis killed varied between 500,000 to a million and that estimates of Hutus killed varied between ten and fifty thousand.\textsuperscript{240} He provided neither commentary nor separate referencing on the Hutu death toll, creating uncertainty about the sources of his information. While he provided some commentary and detailing of the sources providing the various estimates of the Tutsi death toll, he gave no indication of which source he found more reliable.\textsuperscript{241} Nevertheless, two sources do stand out. The first is the Tutsi-dominated Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF, the ruling party), a source whose credibility and reliability Mamdani has questioned due to perceived political bias and motives (elaborated in his discussion of perpetrator estimates). Mamdani vaguely mentioned that the estimate of one million Tutsis killed “is often heard of in the media and in RPF statements.”\textsuperscript{242} It is unclear whether Mamdani was implying that this estimate was mere propaganda. The second source is the joint Human Rights Watch and Fédération International des Ligues des Droits de l’Homme report written in 1999 by Alison Des Forges, a report widely regarded as reliable and whose author is regarded as an authority on Rwanda.\textsuperscript{243} In an unfortunate misreading of the latter source, Mamdani saw an inconsistency in the Human Rights Watch report’s claim that at least half a million people (read: Tutsi) had died in the killings and had then later cited demographer William Seltzer’s estimate of 657,000 Tutsis perished.\textsuperscript{244}
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Mamdani, went on to state that the figure of 657,000 was an extrapolation based on the 1991 Rwandan census data and is rejected by some experts as problematic.

Upon closer investigation of the report itself, it is clear that both the figure of 500,000 and 657,000 are from Seltzer.\textsuperscript{245} The figure of 657,000 was thought to be the size of the total Rwandan Tutsi population in 1994 prior to the killings, based on statistical calculations applied to the size of the total Tutsi population as reported in the 1991 national census. It was never suggested as an estimate of the Tutsis killed. The figure of 500,000 was Seltzer’s estimate of Tutsi deaths in 1994. It is unclear how he reached this figure. However, Des Forges showed that a similar figure (507,000) was produced when the number of recorded Tutsi survivors (150,000) was subtracted from the extrapolated figure (657,000). It must be stressed again that Des Forges did not claim the figure of “half a million” Tutsi as the definitive death toll but that she claimed that the available data suggested that a minimum of half a million Tutsi were killed. Des Forges herself pointed out that the figure 657,000 was possibly an unreliable base from which to calculate an estimate of the Tutsi death toll, in view of the fact that certain critics (unnamed) had suggested that the Hutu-dominated MRND government had deliberately underreported the Tutsi population in order to “minimise the importance of the Tutsi in the population”.\textsuperscript{246} She stated that there was no documentary evidence to support the critics’ assertions; nevertheless, she claimed that the Tutsi population was underreported in the records because there were Tutsi who registered as Hutu “to avoid discrimination and harassment.”\textsuperscript{247} Unfortunately, she was only able to provide anecdotal evidence to support this claim.\textsuperscript{248} Whereas Longman suggested that secondary works simply rehashed

\textsuperscript{245} Human Rights Watch and FIDH, \textit{Leave None to Tell the Story}, 6, 17. Please note that there are page differences in the hard copy and the electronic copy of the report. The basic content of both copies is exactly the same. Mamdani quoted from the hard copy, in which the relevant death estimates appeared in pages 1 and 15.

\textsuperscript{246} Ibid., 17. See also Kuperman, 19; Verpoorten, 334. The exact allegation was that the MRND (later MNDD) government had fixed the Tutsi population at 8.4 percent in order to peg Tutsi participation in the civil administration (on the basis of proportional representation) and to peg Tutsi school enrolments (justified as “proportional representation”).

\textsuperscript{247} Human Rights Watch and FIDH, \textit{Leave None to Tell the Story}, 17.

\textsuperscript{248} Ibid. See also: Service National de Recensement, République Rwandaise, \textit{Recensement Général de la Population et de l’Habitat au 15 Août 1991: Résultats Définitifs} (Kigali : Service National de Recensement, République Rwandaise, December 1994), 114, quoted in Verpoorten, 335. The report on the
“the inaccuracies from earlier accounts on Rwanda.” Mamdani’s misreading of a source suggests that at times the problem might possibly be that the information from previous accounts is recorded inaccurately in subsequent works.\(^\text{249}\)

As is later discussed, Mamdani’s concept of genocide is partly defined on the basis of the success of the perpetrators to realise their intention to destroy a specific group. Getting as close as possible to an accurate estimate of the number of Tutsis killed is necessary for working out the proportion of Tutsis killed out of the entire Tutsi population. Since the publication of both Mamdani work and Des Forges’ report, it appears there has been at least one promising development in this regard. By examining the local population registers of communes (districts) within Gikongoro Préfecture (a province) in the southwest of Rwanda and comparing them with the data presented in the 1991 national census, Marijke Verpoorten has found evidence that the national census underreported the number of Tutsis in Gikongoro.\(^\text{250}\) More local level empirical research of this nature across Rwanda may lead to more accurate estimates of the number of Tutsi that were alive prior to 1994 killings and enable a more accurate calculation of how many Tutsis perished in the killings.

**b) The Number of Perpetrators of the Killing**

Mamdani asserted that the mass killings of 1994 were “executed with the slash of the machete”.\(^\text{251}\) Since “the machete had to be wielded by a single pair of hands”, many hands were required to execute the killings (as opposed to technology that enabled a few to kill many, for example the Nazi gas chambers).\(^\text{252}\) He stated that since killing a person with a machete was hard work, “there were often several killers for every single victim”.\(^\text{253}\) He claimed that the killings were carried out “by hundreds of thousands, perhaps even more”, the latter part of the statement implying that the number of

---

\(^{249}\) Longman, 29.

\(^{250}\) Verpoorten, 331-367.

\(^{251}\) Mamdani, 5.

\(^{252}\) Ibid., 5-6.
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perpetrators could have run into the millions.\textsuperscript{254} To support his claims, Mamdani quoted a number of Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) officials whom he had either spoken to personally or who had made public speeches about the April-July 1994 killings in July 1995. One source was an unnamed political commissar in the police (of the RPF-led government) who asserted that “there were killers in every locality – from ministers to peasants – for it to happen in so short a time and on such a large scale.”\textsuperscript{255} A second source was President Pasteur Bizimungu (a Hutu in an otherwise Tutsi-dominated RPF leadership and predecessor to current Tutsi President Paul Kagame),\textsuperscript{256} who is quoted as stating in a speech that there were “hundreds of thousands of criminals” spread evenly across the land.\textsuperscript{257} A third source was an unnamed political commissar in the Rwandan Patriotic Army (RPA), who claimed that the RPA had faced “a criminal population” upon their capture of Kigali.\textsuperscript{258} Without any consideration of the sources’ possible political bias, Mamdani used these sources in the first chapter of his book as the primary grounds to identify the success of a “tiny group” of génocidaires to “convince the majority to kill, or acquiesce in the killing of, the minority”.\textsuperscript{259} Mamdani envisioned that his task was to provide an explanation as to why the Hutu majority killed or acquiesced in killing, not to investigate whether the majority had actually done so.

In his book’s last chapter, Mamdani indicated that subsequent to his 1995 inquiries, he had asked other (RPF) government ministers and officials how many perpetrators they thought had taken part in the April-July 1994 killings.\textsuperscript{260} He claimed that while most government officials questioned in 1995 had estimated that 3-4 million Hutus perpetrated

\textsuperscript{254} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{255} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{256} See Jeremy Sarkin, “The Tension between Justice and Reconciliation in Rwanda: Politics, Human Rights, Due Process and the role of the Gacaca Courts in Dealing with the Genocide,” \textit{Journal of African Law} 45, no. 2 (2001): 151-152. Sarkin wrote of how a number of high-ranking Hutu officials in the RPF-led coalition government - including RPF members such as Pasteur Bizimungu - had eventually resigned or were compelled to resign and sometimes flee the country over disagreements with the Tutsi leadership.
\textsuperscript{257} Mamdani, 6.
\textsuperscript{258} Ibid., 6. Straus also noted, with a measure of incredulity, that Mamdani had quoted an RPF commissar as evidence of mass participation without independent corroboration. See Straus, “How Many Perpetrators were in the Rwandan Genocide,” 95.
\textsuperscript{259} Mamdani, 7.
\textsuperscript{260} Ibid., 266.
the killings (out of a total Rwandan population of about 7.5-7.8 million),
government officials questioned in 1997 estimated that there had been 4-5 million killers. From a position of uncritical acceptance of the assessments of certain RPF sources, Mamdani now claimed that he was not so much interested in the verity of the claims but rather in the political implications and uses of the growing estimates. He then explained that although the RPF-led government avoided using ‘Hutu’ and ‘Tutsi’ as “political identities” (as discussed in the subsection to follow), it had managed to organise post-1994 Rwandan society in such a way that Tutsis who lived through the civil war and mass killings (1990-1994) are classified as survivors (meaning those entitled to State aid) while all living Hutu are presumed to be perpetrators. Mamdani’s argument appears to be that the RPF officials of 1995 were relatively more reliable than the officials of 1997 because the officials of 1997 were more aware that the maintenance of Tutsi dominance depended on the socio-political condemnation and the moral justification of the suppression or marginalisation of the Hutu majority. Yet the fact remains that no RPF source could ever have been considered as an impartial source, and this needed to be pointed out as acknowledgement that independent sources were needed for corroboration so as to counter presumptions about the RPF sources’ lack of credibility.

Mamdani also used witness/survivor and (less often) perpetrator testimonies as evidence to support his assertion of mass participation. A handful of these were gathered through

262 Mamdani, 266.
263 Ibid., 266-267; [Republic of Rwanda] Organic Law No. 08/1996 of 31 August 1996 on the Organisation of Prosecution of Offences Constituting the Crime of Genocide or Crimes against Humanity since 1 October 1990 (1 September 1996). Article 1 [Online]. Available: [http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/3ace6b4f6.html](http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/3ace6b4f6.html) [2010, May 23]. Mamdani explained that the RPF-led government recognises both Tutsis and Hutus killed as victims; Tutsis as victims of genocide and Hutus as victims of political killings related to the Tutsi genocide. It is important to keep in mind that where as scholars, journalists and human rights organisations consider that the genocide occurred between April and July 1994, the Rwandan government stipulates that the genocide began in October 1990.
264 See also Straus, “How Many Perpetrators were in the Rwandan Genocide,” 85.
Mamdani’s own original interviews. Most are testimonies gathered and assessed by others, ostensibly the human rights organisation African Rights – a source that some observers have simultaneously praised for giving one of the most detailed early descriptions of the 1994 killings and criticised for showing signs of being heavily influenced by RPF propaganda. The problem with relying on these testimonies is that they do not come from observers trained in data collection and few were in a position to count the exact number of killers in their own locations, much less make broader assessments about the level of civilian-perpetrated killing in the country. Likewise, from the citations of Mamdani, the authors for African Rights do not appear to have undertaken a systematic attempt to quantify the perpetrators. Examples of individual doctors and other professionals who assumed leading roles as killers of accomplices are followed by assessments such as, “the percentage of doctors who became ‘killers par excellence’ was very high”; but there are either no estimates provided or no attempts to show how estimates were reached.

Mamdani’s willingness to endorse evidence that is either incomplete or possibly manipulated for political ends also seems to be based on his own assumptions about how

---

266 See for example: Mamdani, 4-5, 221-225.


268 See for example, the testimony of Mectilde in Mamdani, 224. Mectilde, a Tutsi surviving victim told Mamdani that of the Hutu population: “ten percent helped; 30 percent were forced to kill; 20 percent; killed reluctantly; 40 percent killed enthusiastically.” Mamdani then stated that his citation of Mectilde’s estimates was not an endorsement thereof, but rather a demonstration of the point that from the perspective of the Tutsi minority, the Hutu majority is guilty “either of killing, or condoning or, or just looking elsewhere while the killing happened. See also Straus, 89. Straus explained that survivors of the 1994 killings typically survived by hiding and were therefore usually not in a position to have “direct and detailed knowledge about the size and makeup of the groups that attacked them.”

the killings were ‘implemented’. His statements that the machete was a labour-intensive tool for killing and that several killers were often required to kill one victim imply (intentionally or unintentionally) that he assumed that the number of killers must have equalled or exceeded the number of victims. There is certainly some correspondence between the range of victim estimates and Mamdani’s ‘hundreds-of-thousands-or more’ claim. Yet this too exposes another set of untested assumptions: that the vast majority of victims were killed by machete and that all killings perpetrated by machete were perpetrated by civilians. Independent and trained observers had not yet collected this kind of data at the time of Mamdani’s book’s publication.\[270\] There was however a release of the preliminary results of a nationwide government study of the killings in the same year of the book’s publication, which found that a small majority of victims were killed by machete (37.9 percent) as opposed to those killed by clubs (16.8 percent), firearms (14.8 percent) and other methods.\[271\] The accuracy of these estimates has not been independently verified.\[272\] Mamdani’s assumption that the vast majority of killings were perpetrated by machete is somewhat at odds with his claims that the civil defence units—which “formed the civilian core of the machinery that came to carry out the genocide”—were armed (or were supposed to be armed) with firearms/guns.\[273\] Furthermore, while he acknowledged the role of the army, he gave little attention to how many killings could have been perpetrated by it.\[274\]

Local level quantitative and qualitative empirical research on the confessed perpetrators of the genocide has posed some serious challenges to some of Mamdani’s assumptions about mass popular participation from ordinary civilians. Straus’s study of perpetrators suggested that the killings were perpetrated by a minority of Hutu civilians (about

\[270\] Straus, “How Many Perpetrators were in the Rwandan Genocide,” 88.


\[272\] Straus, “How Many Perpetrators were in the Rwandan Genocide,” 88.

\[273\] Mamdani, 206.

\[274\] Ibid., 206-207.
200,000, a much lower range of the ‘hundreds of thousands’ than Mamdani seems to have had in mind) and that there were varying degrees of participation in the killings: ordinary civilians seemed to have killed less people than those who were part of the party-based civilian militias and the civil defence units. Straus urged that the category of perpetrators be disaggregated and investigated as such. Similarly, Jean Hatzfeld’s interviews with confessed perpetrators in Nyamata Commune in Kigali Préfecture (eastern Rwanda) challenge to a certain degree Mamdani’s assumptions about the universal participation of Hutu civilians across age, sex and class divides. Perpetrators in Nyamata asserted that killing was ‘men’s work’ and that women’s participation in killing was proscribed (even though some did want to kill and some did kill, supporting the fact that there was some Hutu approval of the killings). Mamdani claimed that “a disproportionate number of the educated played a leading role” in the killing of Tutsi; Hatzfeld’s interviews revealed that some members of the educated middle class paid for the privilege of not having to kill or paid servants “so as not to dirty themselves.”

3.2.2. Explaining “Popular” Agency: The Role of Political Identity in the Perpetration of “Genocide” and other Mass Killings

Mamdani’s contention was that Hutu civilian masses killed the Tutsi and the Hutu perceived to be their accomplices out of fear of what they believed the Tutsi to be. To understand the conversion of the Tutsi from an ethnic ‘neighbour’ of the Hutu to a group whose extermination was deemed vital, Mamdani asserted that one needed to understand how the categories of ‘Hutu’ and ‘Tutsi’ were constructed as opposing political identities during Rwanda’s colonial era (1894-1961), the Hutu “Social Revolution” (1959-1962)

275 Straus, “How Many Perpetrators were in the Rwandan Genocide,” 95
276 Ibid.
277 Mamdani, 225. The evidence presented by Mamdani did suggest that the participation of women and children (both girls and boys) over seven years was lower relative to the participation of Hutu adult men.
278 Jean Hatzfeld, A Time for Machetes: The Rwandan Genocide: The Killers Speak, translated from the French by Linda Coverdale (London: Serpent’s Tail, 2008), 101, 103. Women were allowed or even expected to carry out the looting of the possessions of the dead, meaning that there was a division of labour of sorts.
279 Testimony of Marie-Chantal, quoted in Hatzfeld, 67.
280 Mamdani, 14, 191. Mamdani stressed that the Hutu masses acted out of fear and not out of hatred for the Tutsi. Thus, Longman’s assessment that Mamdani was among the authors who believed “that ethnic hatred was the primary force motivating the genocide” was incorrect. Longman, 36.
and during the Rwandan Civil War (1990-1994). This requires the reader to first grasp Mamdani’s theoretical framework concerning genocide and political identity.

\[a\) The Intersection of Mamdani’s Concept of Genocide and Theory of Political Identity\]

The Genocide Convention defines the crime of genocide on the basis of the perpetrators “intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such.” For Mamdani, genocide is both the intention and the partial or complete fulfilment of the intention to extinguish a specific population group identified for killing purposes as a race. Thus the distinction between the killing of Tutsi and Hutu in 1994 was both the greater number of Tutsis killed and the branding of the Tutsi as a race group, whereas the Hutus were killed as individual Tutsi “accomplices.” Mamdani asserted that it was the mass participation of ordinary civilians that made the difference between “a string of massacres perpetrated by death squads” and genocide. The implication is that the difference between a massacre and a genocide is in the numbers killed, and yet he gives no clear indication of what number of deaths would constitute a massacre and how many massacres would constitute genocide.

The bulk of Mamdani’s attention was dedicated to explaining how and why the perpetrators would define a group as an enemy race whose extermination was necessary. This explanation is relayed through the theory of political identities. In advancing the theory of political identity, he implicitly or explicitly rejected or otherwise rethought a number of ideas about how human beings are organised into racial, ethnic or

\[281\] Mamdani, 14, 70-71.
\[283\] Ibid., 5, 13, 14, 225.
\[284\] Ibid., 5.
\[285\] Ibid., 225.
\[287\] Mamdani, 9.
national groups.\textsuperscript{288} He neither accepted nor rejected the validity of the claims of some in the natural sciences that race was a "technical biological" concept and that human racial dimensions could be scientifically measured;\textsuperscript{289} rather his theory of political identities is more concerned with how the State would use supposed racial differences as the basis of organising its citizens or subjects into hierarchies. He rejected the ideas that were put forward by social scientists within the two major schools of thought about ethnicity: primordialism and instrumentalism. He rejected the primordialist proposal that nations and ethnic groups are naturally-occurring units that have always divided the human species as definitively as sex or geography.\textsuperscript{290} He therefore rejected the primordialist argument that "ancient hatreds" or socio-biological differences between groups were the reason why extreme political violence occurred between communal groups – of which genocide is one manifestation. Similarly, he rejected the instrumentalist proposal that ethnic and national units are an outcome of elite manipulation in the elites' struggle for wealth, power and prestige.\textsuperscript{291} Therefore, he rejected the argument that extreme political violence between groups was a strategy by which group elites pursued their interests.

Mamdani argued that racial and ethnic groups need to be considered as political identities.\textsuperscript{292} Political identities are the result of the history of state formation.\textsuperscript{293} In the modern state, political identities are inscribed in law and are thus legally enforced. Those that the law recognises as members of an ethnic group become ethnic beings legally and those that the state recognises as members of an ethnic group become ethnic beings institutionally. Those whom the law recognises as members of a racial group have a relationship to the state and other legally defined groups that is mediated through the law.

\textsuperscript{288}Ibid., 15.
\textsuperscript{289} Mamdani, 41-50. See also: William A. Haviland, Anthropology, 9th ed. (Fort Worth: Harcourt Publishers, 2000), 348-355; J Milton Yinger, "Ethnicity," Annual Review of Sociology 11 (1985): 159. [Electronic]. Available from JSTOR at http://www.jstor.org [2005, October 31]. Yinger supported the idea that geneticists can measure the dimensions of race with "sophisticated instruments", while Haviland argued that efforts to biologically group humans into separate races have been futile.


\textsuperscript{291} Mamdani, 15; Smith, 8; Blimes, 537; Henderson, 656.

\textsuperscript{292} Ibid., 20.
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and the state.\textsuperscript{294} When the law defines one’s inclusion and exclusion from a regime of rights or entitlements – including one’s participation in state-organised institutional and political life - on the basis of one’s race or ethnic group, then it becomes a central defining fact for one as an individual and for one’s designated group.\textsuperscript{295} Mamdani further stated that political identities demarcate the parameters of the political community (hence distinguishing between those who belong and those who do not), which in the modern state has meant the differentiation between the aliens/settlers/non-natives and the natives/indigenous people.\textsuperscript{296} The distinctions of race or ethnicity on the one hand and native or settler on the other hand are mutually reinforcing and it is usually some combination of the two constructs that is the basis of group allocation of rights and privileges as well as the basis of inter-group violence.\textsuperscript{297} For Mamdani, there are only two kinds of genocide: a settler’s genocide entailing an alien race’s extermination of a native race in the process of the alien race’s settlement on the native race’s land; and a native’s genocide entailing a native race’s extermination of an alien race of settlers.\textsuperscript{298}

There were some objections to Mamdani’s theoretical framework. One reviewer saw Mamdani’s definition of genocide “on the basis of the effectiveness of the perpetrators in carrying out annihilation” as being ‘dangerous’.\textsuperscript{299} At the same time, Mamdani did not provide any indication of how he assessed the “effectiveness” of the annihilation. Another reviewer pointed out that Mamdani’s discussion of genocide did not include references to the major pioneering scholars on genocide and rejected the argument that genocide can only happen where the victim group has been constructed as an alien race (and not when the victim group is constructed as an ethnic group).\textsuperscript{300} Overall, the real
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question was to what extent Mamdani’s theoretical framework was applicable to the “Rwandan genocide” against the Tutsi in 1994.

b) The Rwandan Context

Mamdani argued that the “Rwandan genocide” was a native’s genocide. In order to understand how the Hutus had come to identify themselves as natives and to target the Tutsi as an alien race of settlers, one had to trace the development of the ‘Hutu’ and ‘Tutsi’ identities through the history of the formation and evolution of the Rwandan State. In this regard, Mamdani utilised a broad range of literature on the history of the Rwandan people. Sources included race-centred colonial scholarship of the colonial and the ‘more balanced’ post-colonial scholarship of reputable Rwanda scholars such as Catharine Newbury, David Newbury, René Lemarchand and others. Mamdani explained that, for a little over a century prior to German and Belgian colonisation, the Tutsi had been a privileged stratum of Rwandan society on the basis of having a common ethnic political identity as the Tutsi monarchy and aristocracy of the Rwandan pre-colonial state. European colonial administrators and historians conceived of the Tutsi as Hamites, that is, black-skinned ‘aliens’ of Semitic and/or Caucasian origin who had conquered the Hutu ‘Negroid’ masses and whose civilising influence had brought about the centralised Rwandan kingdom. This classification of the Tutsi was the basis for the justification of the creation of a Tutsi middle class with a minor share in the colonial

301 Mamdani, 14.
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304 Mamdani, 63-71.
305 Ibid., 79-80, 87-88.
administration, while the Hutu became the serf-like servants/labourers of both Europeans and the Tutsis. 306

Given that legal definitions frame power-enforced political identities that are defined “from above” and constitute the starting point of identities forged “from below”, the Hutu call for independence from European colonial rule and struggle against Tutsi feudal–type subjugation began with the recognition that the Hutu majority were the recognised racial and ethnic natives of Rwanda and the rightful heirs to the postcolonial state. 307 Mamdani asserted that the 1959 Hutu ‘social revolution’ and surrounding events were the means by which the emerging Hutu counter-elite and the Hutu peasant masses finally rejected both the privileged Tutsi classes (monarchy, aristocracy and professional middle class) and ordinary Tutsis as a race of alien settlers who were to be denied rights and privileges in the postcolonial Rwandan State. 308 In the ensuing violence (1959-1962) the Tutsi monarchy was ejected and Tutsis were either killed or forced to flee Rwanda. 309 Within the first Hutu Republic (under President Grégoire Kayibanda) the remaining Tutsi population was allowed to remain as an alien minority with no citizenship rights, subjected to reprisal killings each time the Tutsi exiles attempted to return to Rwanda (1963-1964). 310

Under the Second Republic, President Juvenal Habyarimana redefined the Tutsi as an indigenous/native group entitled to the rights and privileges that were deemed to be proportional to their number as an ethnic minority. 311 However, his policy did not solve the problem of the descendants of the Tutsi exiles and refugees of the 1960s, who were denied citizenship in the neighbouring African States where their parents had sought refuge. 312 It was within the context of this African citizenship crisis that the RPF/RPA was created and within this context that the RPF launched an attack which would be the
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means by which the Tutsi refugees could ‘return’ to Rwanda, their ‘ancestral land’.

The RPF invasion gave the Hutu extremists in and around government and the army who were opposed to Habiyarimana’s ethnic reconciliation policy an opportunity to bring back to the fore of the public imagination the idea of Tutsis as an invading alien race whose objective was to subject all Hutus to servitude. These Hutu extremists used the mass media to reach the masses, namely in the form of the radio station Radio-Télévision Libre des Mille Collines (RTLM) and the newspaper Kangura. The Hutu civilian masses voluntarily killed the Tutsis out of fear that the Tutsi RPF would force them into servitude just as the Tutsi monarchy and aristocracy had done in the pre-colonial and colonial era. This fear was especially fuelled by a major RPF/RPA offensive in 1993 and was then ignited by the killing of President Habiyarimana, which Hutu extremists attributed to the RPF. Hutu individuals (both the political moderates and others opposed to the killing of Tutsis) were killed as suspected collaborators in the alleged Tutsi domination plan. It appears then, that Mamdani located popular agency in the collective self-identification of the Hutu as natives who saw their mission “as one of clearing the soil of a threatening alien presence” embodied by the Tutsi group.

Critics of Mamdani’s work have claimed that the applicability of Mamdani’s theoretical framework to the Rwandan context is questionable. Lemarchand asserted that the native/settler divide was not a feature of the 1959 “Social Revolution”, which Lemarchand claimed was aimed at the Tutsi monarchy and aristocracy rather than at the Tutsi as a group. Lemarchand further asserted that Mamdani’s concentration on the argument that the Hutus ‘as natives’ attacked the Tutsis ‘as an alien race of settlers underplayed the fact that the killings were a Hutu extremist tactic to abort the Arusha
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319 Lemarchand, review of When Victims Become Killers, 308. See also Johan Pottier, who makes the same argument as Lemarchand: Johan Pottier “Re-imagining Rwanda: Conflict, Survival and Disinformation in the Late Twentieth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 124.
peace agreement between the Rwandan coalition government and the RPF.\textsuperscript{320} Charles Mironko argued that Mamdani over-estimated the role of the individual agency of the Hutu civilians who killed, ignoring the role of built-in coercive structures within Rwandan communities that made it difficult for ordinary people to refuse to partake in the killings.\textsuperscript{321} Although Hatzfeld was not a critic of Mamdani’s work, his original empirical research also revealed that - in some localities - there were very real penalties for males who did not participate.\textsuperscript{322} For Longman the problem was that even if the Hutu extremist organisers of the Tutsi genocide had “sought to demonize Tutsi as alien interlopers, it is unclear how widely the general population accepted these characterisations.”\textsuperscript{323} Overall, Mamdani’s theory required that the extent of Hutu civilian participation be established and that the acceptance of Hutu extremist propaganda at the grassroots level be investigated. This is where original empirical research on Mamdani’s part was most needed.

3.3. Melvern: The Rwandan Civil Defence Programme and the Genocide Conspiracy

In the preface of her book, Melvern introduced her central argument (which also alluded to in the book title): the Rwandan genocide of 1994 had been the result of a longstanding genocide conspiracy among a segment of Rwanda’s Hutu elite within the government and the army.\textsuperscript{324} She had new information and material that “shed new light on how the genocide was planned…” and how the “conspirators….determined that genocide and the racist ideology that underpinned it should become a part of government policy.”\textsuperscript{325} The new material consisted of: a mélange of documents from the Rwandan army and government (the Hutu regime preceding the Tutsi dominated RPF-led administration of
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Rwanda), which were abandoned in Kigali when the army and government fled from the advancing RPA to the neighbouring Democratic Republic of the Congo (formerly Zaire); and the evidence submitted by the office of the Prosecution in a number of high-profile cases at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), particularly the Military One Trial of Colonel Théoneste Bagosora and other high ranking military officers (also known in the abbreviated form ‘the Prosecutor versus Bagosora et al.’). Melvern further added that some of the documents she had gathered in Kigali were submitted as evidence in court (specifically the Military One trial).

Since the publication of Melvern’s book, the ICTR has concluded many of its major cases and the judgements are publicly available from the ICTR’s website. The Prosecution has not been successful in proving a genocide conspiracy in the cases of the two individuals that Melvern argued were the kingpins of the “Akazu” (Hutu extremist) plan of genocide: Colonel Bagasora (former directeur de cabinet in the Rwandan Ministry of Defence) and Protais Zigiranyirazo. In both cases, the respective Chambers noted that the charge of ‘conspiracy to commit genocide’ was largely based on circumstantial evidence and ruled that a genocide conspiracy was not the only reasonable conclusion that could be inferred from the evidence. The Prosecution had therefore failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused were involved in a genocide conspiracy. The availability of the judgements presents this review of Melvern’s evidence in court (specifically the Military One trial).

---


328 Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 22-23, 29, 30, 31, 33, 118, 124, 280-284. “Akazu” is the name that prosecution witnesses have used to refer to the small group of Hutu extremists who allegedly conspired and planned to commit the Tutsi genocide. See Prosecutor versus Zigiranyirazo, paragraphs 98-103.

329 Prosecutor versus Bagosora et al., paragraphs 2110-2113; Prosecutor versus Zigiranyirazo, paragraphs 388-395.

330 See also: The Prosecutor versus Protais Zigiranyirazo, Case No. ICTR-01-73-A, Appeal Judgement (16 November 2009), paragraphs 63-74 [Online]. Available: http://www.unictr.org/Portals/0/Case/English/Zigiranyirazo/decisions/091116.pdf [2010, January 24]. Having initially been found guilty of genocide and not guilty of conspiracy to commit genocide, Zigiranyirazo has since been acquitted of all charges due to certain errors in the Trial Chamber’s consideration of exculpatory evidence.
argument of a genocide conspiracy with a disadvantage and advantage. On the one hand, it may be argued that the reviewer has a retrospective bias against the book because the outcomes are now largely known. On the other hand, the ICTR judgements provide an external source by which to assess Melvern’s evidence and arguments. In order to balance out the retrospective bias, this study has consulted some critical reviews written shortly after the book’s first and second editions were published (in 2005 and 2007 respectively).

Straus (mentioned in the Mamdani review above), an experienced scholar in the study of the 1994 Rwandan mass killings, appreciated the book’s first edition for its “fresh details, anecdotes and evidence about the fateful months just prior to... the genocide.” He criticised the book for making claims about a genocide conspiracy that were not developed within the body of the book. Lars Waldorf, with a background in journalism and International Human Rights Law, similarly expressed that the revised edition was not successful in showing a genocide conspiracy. He conceded that the ICTR had not yet proved a conspiracy either and pointed out that the high-level trials were ongoing; perhaps implying that Melvern’s role was limited to reporting the ICTR Prosecution’s arguments. Both voiced concerns about her seemingly uncritical reliance on the ICTR Prosecution’s witness testimonies and documentary evidence, in view of general concerns about source credibility in the Rwandan context of violence. The latter criticisms about Melvern’s evidence raise important questions about what is expected from a journalistic account. While it is clear that critical source evaluation is a critical

---

331 This minor dissertation was meant to be finished some months before the judgements were made, but there were unforeseen delays.
332 There are minor differences between the two editions. The 2006 edition has a preface and an extra chapter entitled “Judgements”, which contains information about the progress of the ICTR cases. The 2004 edition has a chapter entitled “Ten Years Later.”
part of an investigative journalist’s work, it is unclear to what extent the journalist has a
duty to show how she/he evaluated her sources within the finished product (be it an
article, book or broadcast). Nevertheless, it would have been to the book’s benefit for
Melvern to demonstrate the credibility and/or authenticity of her evidence in some way.
With both the ICTR judgements and the critical views in mind, this study suggests that
both the ICTR Prosecution and Melvern’s arguments failed for the same reason: a
genocide conspiracy was not the only or primary reasonable inference to be drawn from
the circumstantial evidence and the facts. It further suggests that with the symbiotic
relationship of mutual information-sharing between the Prosecution and Melvern makes
it very difficult to distinguish between their respective arguments. Both the Prosecution’s
case and Melvern’s genocide conspiracy argument consist of several complex parts. It is
impossible to scrutinise every part within the length limits of this study; however a
detailed investigation of all parts is a worthwhile future project. Thus only one of these
parts is examined in this study, a part which also stands as a self-contained argument of a
genocide conspiracy: Melvern’s discussion of the creation of the “civil defence
programme”.

A superficial glance at Melvern’s end notes does seem to suggest that Melvern’s
‘genocide conspiracy’ claim relies more on the ICTR testimonies she gathered than on
the military and government documents that she “gained access to”, possibly raising
doubts about the book being a hallmark of investigative journalism. However, the limited
scope of this review on Melvern’s book allows one to see the small but significant
contributions that the military and government documents have made in providing

April 16]; Murray Levine, “Investigative Reporting as a Research Method: An Analysis of Bernstein and
Woodward’s All the President Men,” American Psychologist 35, no. 7 (1980): 627, 629, 633 [Electronic].
Available from EbscoHost at:
April 16]; David Yau Fai Ho, Rainbow Tin Hung Ho, and Siu Man Ng, “Investigative Research as a
Knowledge-Generation Method: Discovering and Uncovering,” Journal for Theory of Social Behaviour 36,
April 16].
336 Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 20.
information about the proposed martial training and arming of the State-created civil
defence units prior to the implication of civil defence-trained civilians in the mass killing
of unarmed civilians in 1994. 337 Furthermore, Melvern’s apparent success in finding
ICTR officials who “broke convention” and “took the risk” of providing her with a copy
of convicted former Rwandan Prime Minister Jean Kambanda’s “sealed 1, 800-page
interrogation” (which she used in documenting the details of the creation and expansion
of the civil defence programme) 338 could also be viewed as a spectacular journalistic feat:
it means that she was the first to get the ‘inside story’. 339 It also raises some potentially
serious legal and ethical concerns about how she received the evidence and whether she
was protecting her sources by being vague about the details of how she acquired the
evidence. 340 All the same, this review attempts to show that the presentation of ‘fresh’
evidence alone is insufficient to make an argument of genocide conspiracy.

There is no dispute on any side that civilians armed and trained under the State-created
civil defence programme were among the civilian militias that carried out “genocide”
against Tutsi and killings against other unarmed civilians in April-July 1994, even though
there are important gaps in the information about the extent of the implementation of the
programme and there is acknowledgement of the difficulty of empirically distinguishing
civil defence members from the party-controlled militias such as the Interahamwe. 341
There is also no dispute that Bagosora and other military officers were involved in the
creation of this programme. 342 The point of dispute (as far as arguments of the presence
or absence of a genocide conspiracy are concerned) is whether the programme was

337 Please pay attention to the footnotes in the discussion to follow, particularly under subsection 3.3.1,
points a and c.
338 Again, please pay attention to the footnotes in subsection 3.3.1.
339 Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 357.
340 See Murray Levine, “Investigating Reporting as a Research Method: An Analysis of Bernstein and
Watchdogs: A Legislative Proposal Limiting the News Gathering Privilege to Journalists in the Greatest
341 Ibid., 240-241; Prosecutor versus Bagosora et al., paragraphs 458-459, 488-492. See also: Mamdani,
206; Human Rights Watch and FIDH, Leave None to Tell the Story, 11-14; Human Rights Watch and
342 Prosecutor versus Bagosora et al., paragraphs 454-455, 494-495; Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 282.
As seen in Melvern’s account and the details of the Bagosora et al. case, under the charge of genocide the
Suspected generally denied that the civil defence members and civilian militias were acting under the
authority of the Rwandan military in killing Tutsis and other civilians in April-July 1994.
created with the intention to kill unarmed civilians, particularly to carry out a genocide against the Tutsi group. The facts and evidence that Melvern presented about the civil defence programme are, for the most part, not the major problem in Melvern’s account. However, her inferences that the programme was created with the intention of killing unarmed civilians – particularly, of carrying out a “genocide” – are questionable.

3.3.1. The Civil Defence Programme

a) Origin and Expansion of the Civil Defence Programme

The civil defence programme was created after the RPF invasion in October 1990. Melvern claimed that “by all accounts plans were being laid in Rwanda for mass murder on a countrywide scale towards the end of 1990 just after the RPF invaded.” The idea of perpetrating genocide against the Tutsi as a response to invasion by the Tutsi-dominated RPF “was spread in a series of secret meetings starting at the end of October, most of them taking place in Gisenyi prefecture” where the extremist Hutu elite (or “Akazu”) were from. Details concerning these secret meetings are scant within Melvern’s account. Nevertheless, Melvern maintained that “it was clear to the planners that they would require many more people than just the police and army personnel.” She went on to claim that the civil defence programme was the means by which Rwandan society was militarised, which in turn “contributed to the speed of the killing in 1994.”

Melvern’s introduction suggests that the civil defence programme was designed specifically to help the extremists to carry out a genocide. However, the facts and

---

343 Ibid.
344 ICTR transcript, Interrogation of Jean Kambanda, cited in Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 2, 21, 288; Prosecutor versus Bagosora, paragraph 460. Jean Kambanda was the Prime Minister of Rwanda’s interim government. Jean Kambanda confessed his part in the interim government’s implementation of the policy of genocide.
345 Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 20. There is no direct citation provided, therefore it is unclear which accounts Melvern was talking about.
347 Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 20.
348 Ibid.
evidence she presented about the origins and expansion of the programme predominantly suggest that it was a legitimate response to RPF/RPA military onslaught by augmenting a weak Rwandan army with civilian forces.\textsuperscript{349} The Rwandan ambassador to Zaire had recommended the programme in 1989, after completing an investigation that suggested that elements within the Tutsi diaspora were intending to attack Rwanda and that the Rwandan army was ill-prepared to meet this attack.\textsuperscript{350} The recommendation came under serious government consideration only after the RPF/RPA attack in 1990. Melvern’s account merely states that this was a programme to arm (and train) peasants in each cell, the smallest administrative division in Rwanda.\textsuperscript{351} Melvern did not clarify what number of peasants was to be armed in each cell and how many people a cell entailed. Contradictory evidence is then presented. On the one hand, there is documentation that Colonel Augustin Ndjindilyimana (then Minister of Defence) submitted a proposal to President Habyarimana in 1991 to implement nationwide military training of civilians under the civil defence programme as soon as finances were available.\textsuperscript{352} The evidence of an intention to implement a nationwide civil defence programme is supported in part by a similar nationwide civil defence plan outlined in 1993 within Colonel Bagosora’s diary.\textsuperscript{353} However the plan in Bagosora’s diary was only drawn up following the renewed RPF onslaught in 1993 and seems to be a response to this attack, rather than the mere following of a schedule. Other evidence suggests that the civil defence programme was initially intended to be of limited geographical scope. A witness is cited as claiming the existence of documentation detailing a plan for a civil defence programme in which the capital city (Kigali) would receive the best protection; but “nothing had been provided for the parts of the country where the war with the RPF was not expected to take place.”\textsuperscript{354} This meant that the programme was meant to be confined to the northern prefectures that bordered Uganda, from which the RPF/RPA had launched its attack. Further evidence

\textsuperscript{349} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{350} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{351} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{352} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{353} Rwandan Republic, Note to His Excellency the President. Subject: Study of the Means Necessary for Defence and to Allow the Population to Counter any Attack from Inside or Outside the Country, undated. Col. Augustin Ndjindilyimana. Author’s archive, cited in Melvern, \textit{Conspiracy to Murder}, 21, 288.
strongly suggests that the civil defence programme was a legitimate (though confidential) State project, rather than the well-kept secret of a few Hutu extremists. One reads, for example that as Rwanda went from a one-party government under the MRND/MRNDD to a multiparty coalition government (between 1991 and 1992), ministers from the MRNDD’s opposition parties were also actively involved in civil defence strategising (after the 1993 RPF/RPA attack). Most strikingly, there is nothing in the evidence produced about the civil defence programme that unambiguously states that Tutsis residing in Rwanda were to be excluded.

Melvern presented evidence that some Interahamwe members received military training, apparently using State resources and certain army personnel. She further presented evidence that Interahamwe members were involved in the mass killing of Tutsi in Murambi Commune (east of Kigali) four months after Ndindiliyimana submitted his civil defence proposal in 1991. Other mass killings of Tutsis in other locations followed. Melvern appears to have been implying that the Interahamwe were trained under the civil defence programme and that the Interahamwe had used this training to kill the Tutsis in Murambi, as practice for the “genocide” that finally unfolded in 1994. However, there is no real evidence that the training and arming of Interahamwe was done under the State-created civil defence programme. Neither is it proved that the killing of Tutsis in these pre-1994 instances were State-sanctioned, as such. It is with this understanding of the separation of the State from the party that one understands the Bagosora Defence’s distinction between “the legitimate civilian self-defence system” and political party militias such as the Interahamwe. It could be alternatively argued that the training of Interahamwe was possibly the MRNDD’s unsanctioned abuse of State resources, owing to the Party’s privileged access to the State sources.
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358 *The Prosecutor versus Bagosora et al.*, paragraph 455.
359 See Mamdani, 193. Mamdani made a similar argument, stating that it makes sense to see the pre-1994 killing of Tutsis not as projects of the government itself, but of some Hutu extremists within government.
b) The Definition of the Enemy as set out in the Enemy Commission Report

While the army and government had already envisaged the civil defence programme by 1990, the formal definition of the enemy of the state only occurred after the deliberations of the “Enemy Commission” in 4-20 December 1991. Bagosora (who was involved in the civil defence programme) chaired the commission consisted of both of alleged ‘extremist’ (‘Akazu’) and ‘moderate’ high-ranking military officers. The commission produced a report, of which only a few passages have been recovered to be admitted as prosecution evidence. The passage containing the definition of the enemy was retrieved and is enough to convince Melvern that all Tutsi were branded as enemies and made genocide against them a feasible war strategy. The Enemy Document/Report is the central piece that grounds the other components of Melvern’s genocide conspiracy argument – including civil defence. She also mentioned that the ICTR (Prosecution) traced the conspiracy’s roots to it.

The key ‘enemy definition’ passage is quoted in Melvern’s account as:

“The principle enemy is the Tutsi inside or outside the country, extremist and nostalgic for power and who has never recognised and will never recognise the realities of the social revolution of 1959 and who want their power back by any means, including weapons.”

The same passage appears somewhat differently in the Military One judgement, beginning with: “The principle enemy are the extremist [my emphasis] Tutsi inside or

---

Still, rather than seeing the killings as practice for genocide, Mamdani saw the Tutsi as a hostage population whose members were killed as a means to force concessions from the RPF/RPA on the battlefield and at the negotiation table. Genocide became an option once the extremists failed to get these concessions. See also Human Rights Watch and FIDH, Leave None to Tell the Story, 9. For Des Forges of Human Rights Watch, the civil defence programme was a means of recruiting young men for killing using administrative – rather than party - channels. The fear was that the Interahamwe militia was tainted by partisan rivalry.

Human Rights Watch and FIDH, Leave None to Tell the Story, 62, cited in Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 23, 289; Prosecutor versus Bagosora et al., paragraph 198.

Ibid.

Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 23; The authenticity and authorship of the document were acknowledged by the accused. See Prosecutor versus Bagosora et al., paragraph 201.

Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, 23.

outside the country..."\(^{365}\) The positioning of the qualifying adjective "extremist" makes a difference in the meaning of the passage. Whereas Melvern’s citation implies that all Tutsis were State enemies as ‘power-nostalgic extremists’, the Military One judgement citation implies that the Enemy Commission only identified extremist Tutsis as being the enemy. The Military One Trial Chamber therefore reasonably rejected the Prosecution’s argument that the passage implied that all Tutsis were extremists.\(^{366}\) Viewed from the Chamber’s clarification, the formal definition of the enemy was in appearance a legitimate military exercise to identify the predominantly Tutsi armed forces and possible collaborators who were attacking Rwanda at that point. It fails as evidence of a conspiracy to kill the Tutsi group as such.

One fact appears to account for the discrepancy between the Chamber’s and Melvern’s citations: the original Enemy Document was written in French, and subsequently gave rise to different English translations.\(^{367}\) The Chamber pointed out that the Defence had criticised the Prosecution’s translation of the definition of the enemy within its Indictments of the Accused found in the Indictments, following which the Prosecution submitted a corrected translation with the French original exhibit.\(^{368}\) One notes that Melvern quoted from a secondary source. One also notes that the enemy definition quoted by Melvern more closely resembles the Indictment translation than it does the corrected translation quoted in the Chamber’s judgement.\(^{369}\)

c) The Purchase of Machetes for the Purposes of Arming Civilians under the Civil Defence Programme


\(^{366}\) *Prosecutor versus Bagosora et al.*, paragraph 203.

\(^{367}\) Ibid., footnote 232.

\(^{368}\) Ibid.

Under a 1991 civil defence proposal, an estimated 87,000 guns were required to arm civilians under the civil defence programme.\textsuperscript{370} The US$100 million that government spent on military weapons between 1990 and 1993 was meant to meet this target. Melvern was suspicious of the plans to distribute firearms among civilians. She was even more suspicious of a “project” undertaken in 1993 by some unnamed Rwandan companies to import large quantities of agricultural tools such as: machetes, razor blades, nails, hoes, axes, screwdrivers, scythes, saws, spades, knives, pliers, pincers, scissors, hammers and shears.\textsuperscript{371} While she stated that these companies were not usually associated with agriculture, she showed no direct link between these companies, the civil defence programme and its creators.\textsuperscript{372} The only link she was able to show was that the owner of one of the companies was a shareholder in the ‘hate radio’ RTLM, much like Bagosora and some other high ranking military officers.\textsuperscript{373} Furthermore the fact that these individuals were shareholders in the radio station did not necessarily mean that they communicated with each other or that they “had a role in the shaping [the radio station’s] broadcasts.”\textsuperscript{374} She stated that through this agricultural import project, there was one new machete for every third male in the country by 1993. While there is no dispute that machetes were eventually used to kill Tutsi civilians in 1994, the evidence that Melvern presented about their acquisition is insufficient to draw the conclusion that these tools were originally bought to kill civilians. The Prosecution’s expert witnesses (in the Military One case) similarly argued that the purchase of “traditional bladed weapons” for the civil defence programme indicated that the target was civilian rather than military.\textsuperscript{375} The Defence’s expert witness (an authority on civil defence programmes in Europe) asserted in a report that the use of traditional weapons reflected “the government’s limited resources, the risks of having too many automatic weapons in circulation, and the need to discourage these forces from engaging better trained troops.”\textsuperscript{376} He claimed that

\begin{footnotes}
\item[371] Melvern, \textit{Conspiracy to Murder}, 56. Melvern provided no source for this information.
\item[372] Ibid.
\item[373] Ibid.
\item[374] Prosecutor versus Bagosora, paragraph 642.
\item[375] \textit{The Prosecutor versus Bagosora et al.}, paragraph 484.
\item[376] Ibid., paragraph 486.
\end{footnotes}
the role of civil defence units was typically to “focus on infiltrators, accomplices and looters.” The Chamber was satisfied that this assessment cast reasonable doubt on the argument that “traditional bladed weapons” were meant to be used to kill civilians, especially in view of one of the Prosecution witnesses’ concession that not all people who were involved in the civil defence programme understood it as a scheme to kill Tutsis or other ordinary civilians.

3.3.2. Genocide and Conspiracy to Commit Genocide

Melvern used the legal-technical definition of genocide as the objective standard by which to ground her argument of the presence of a longstanding genocide conspiracy by Hutu extremists against Rwanda’s Tutsi group. If genocide is “the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such” (through killing and other harmful acts against members of the target group), then a conspiracy to commit genocide is a secret agreement between two or more people regarding their shared intention to destroy the target group and “requiring a concerted plan of action” to bring about its destruction. In a strictly legal context, an argument of a genocide conspiracy that is supported with circumstantial evidence (evidence of people working together, suggesting an agreement amongst them to reach a common goal) rather than direct evidence (for example, proof of explicit statements from the accused of an agreement to commit genocide) must be able to show that genocide conspiracy is the only reasonable inference that can be drawn from the evidence. However, since Melvern’s work is a journalistic account rather than a legal argument and it is ultimately up to the readers to make up their own minds, it may be sufficient for Melvern to have shown that a genocide conspiracy is the strongest or primary inference to be drawn from the evidence she

377 Ibid.
378 Ibid., paragraph 490.
379 Melvern, Conspiracy to Murder, XV. A copy of the Genocide Convention is included as an appendix in the book.
380 Ibid. See also: the Prosecutor versus Bagasora et al., paragraph 2087-2088. The judgement on this case contains a more precise and detailed legal-technical consideration of a conspiracy to commit genocide, which includes an explanation of the actus reus (criminal act perpetrated) and mens rea (criminal mental intent) of the crime.
381 Ibid., paragraph 2088.
presented. Since it has not been possible to analyse all the evidence that Melvern has presented in support of her argument of genocide conspiracy, it is only possible to make an assessment of the genocide conspiracy argument in relation to the establishment of the civil defence programme.

The evidence that Melvern presented concerning the creation and expansion of the civil defence programme is entirely circumstantial. Melvern failed to show that the creators of the civil defence programme created it on the basis of an agreement that it would be used to perpetrate genocide against the Tutsis as a group.\textsuperscript{382}

3.4. Conclusion

Mamdani and Melvern provided different approaches to the study of the Rwandan mass killings of April-July 1994. Mamdani’s theoretical framework of genocide and identity-driven violence was applied to evidence largely acquired from others. By examining Mamdani’s work, it has been possible to identify the disadvantages of relying on the research of others and on an empirical record that is limited or compromised by the political motives of certain sources. Critics generally shared the view that Mamdani’s work would have been more convincing had he attempted extensive original empirical research on the level of civilian participation in the killings. Mamdani’s theoretical framework for explaining political agency and genocide has been questioned. Critical reviews further suggest that his theoretical explanation would have been more persuasive had he attempted to test it – through local level empirical research - against competing theories on civilian participation. In contrast, Melvern’s work is based on the discovery of new evidence about the early formation of the civil defence programme. Her attempts to infer that the creation and expansion of a civil defence programme signalled the development of a genocide conspiracy were unsuccessful because a genocide conspiracy was not the only - or the primary - inference that could be drawn from the presented evidence.

\textsuperscript{382} See also Ibid., paragraph 2102 (v).

4.1. Introduction

_Shattered Lives: Sexual Violence during the Rwandan Genocide and the Aftermath_ (hereinafter referred to as _Shattered Lives_)\(^{383}\) is among the first works to inquire into the incidence of the mass rape of Rwandan women during the April-July period of mass killing.\(^{384}\) Together with Adam Jones’s article “Gender and Genocide in Rwanda”,\(^{385}\) it is among the few works that focus primarily on sex-selective or sex-specific violence in Rwanda that occurred during the outlined period. Each work is an example of advocacy-orientated human rights reporting and scholarly analysis respectively.

_Shattered Lives_ is based largely on empirical evidence collected through original empirical research, mainly testimonies of surviving victims. While its authors fulfilled the task of documenting incidents of sexual violence, it was not solely meant to be a descriptive account: like other human rights reports, it came attached to urgent policy concerns pertaining to Rwandan women in the aftermath of the civil war and the violence perpetrated in the pursuit of genocide against the Tutsis. Chief among these concerns was advocacy for the investigation and prosecution of these crimes at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) as well as within the Rwandan criminal justice system.

---


system. This entailed explaining the provisions in International Law and Rwandan Criminal Law that would make such prosecutions possible.

The starting point of Jones's article is his recognition of the basic fact that, although exact numbers are not known, more males than females were killed in the April-July 1994 campaign of genocide and other mass killing. Jones engaged in a polemical attack against Human Rights Watch, suggesting that the *Shattered Lives* authors had downplayed the significance of the mass killings of males (predominantly from the Tutsi group), even while the authors presented estimates that supported the assertion that males were overwhelmingly represented among the dead. Nevertheless, there is basic agreement between both the Human Rights Watch and Jones's accounts that men tended to be killed more frequently than women in 1994, a fact that is generally supported by surviving-victim testimonies found in both works. That said, it is noted that the testimonies on which Jones's analysis relies were collected through the original empirical research of others. Jones's efforts then, were not to produce 'new facts' or 'new empirical evidence' but to bring a new perspective into the interpretation of the existing evidence. Jones pointed out that gender analyses tend to be limited to violence against females, leading to the danger of *gender* being equated with *females* and assumptions that violence against men was gender-neutral. Jones introduced the theoretical concept 'gendercide' into scholarly discourse on the Rwandan mass killings of April-July 1994, developing the argument that the targeting of men and boys was deliberate and that the reasons for this
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386 Human Rights Watch and FIDH, *Shattered Lives*, 2, cited in Jones, “Gender and Genocide in Rwanda,” 85. Human Rights Watch had claimed that the post-1994 Rwandan population was “70 percent female”. The figure was based on a post-war Rwandan government census and was widely accepted as being relatively accurate for some time. The estimate, as written in *Shattered Lives* was quoted by both Jones and myself in our respective earlier works. In the light of subsequent government records, the re-appearance of Tutsi men assumed dead and the return of Hutu refugees, this estimate is outdated. In any event, I was unable to find a direct claim in the *Shattered Lives* report that the skewed demographic pattern was due to the killings alone, which is what Jones suggested was meant by the *Shattered Lives* authors. See: Heather B. Hamilton, “Rwanda’s Women: The Key to Reconstruction,” *Journal of Humanitarian Assistance* (2000): 1, cited in Jones, “Gender and Genocide,” 85; Adam Jones, “Gendercide and Genocide,” *Journal of Genocide Research* 2, no. 2 (2000): 189; Helen Scanlon and Nompumelelo Motlafi, “Indigenous Justice or Political Instrument? The Modern Gacaca Courts of Rwanda,” in *Peace versus Justice: The Dilemma of Transitional Justice in Africa*, eds., Chandra Lekha Sriram and Suren Pillay (Scottsville: University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2009), 309-310.

387 Jones, “Gender and Genocide in Rwanda,” 87.
targeting could be traced to ‘gendered’ social beliefs about males. Jones’s project began with the article “Gendercide and Genocide”. The article “Gender and Genocide” is meant to be an improvement on this previous work.


The authors introduced three terms that apparently refer to three distinct acts or forms of sexual violence: ‘rape’, ‘sexual slavery’, and ‘sexual mutilation’. Within the report, these terms served simultaneously as empirical categories by which the authors organised surviving victim’s testimonies as well as terms that referred to specific sexual violence crimes. The legal-technical status of these terms is discussed in subsection 4.2.2. In this subsection the discussion is limited to the consideration of the basic acts and circumstances represented under these empirical categories and generalisations about the widespread nature of these acts.

a) Basic Facts and Empirical Evidence

The authors explained that within the timeframe of April-July 1994, Hutu militiamen and soldiers of the Rwandan Armed Forces (RAF/FAR) perpetrated sexual violence against Tutsi women and girls on a massive scale. Some Hutu women and girls were similarly attacked, but on a much lesser scale. Comparative estimates of the number of Tutsi and Hutu females subjected to sexual violence were unavailable. The only attempt to estimate the overall level of sexual violence was determined through statistical extrapolations based on the recorded number of pregnancies that doctors confirmed or suspected to have been the result of rape. On the determination that every hundred cases of rape result in

390 Human Rights Watch and FIDH, Shattered Lives, 1
391 Ibid., 18
392 Ibid., 65.
one pregnancy and given that the rape-produced pregnancies were estimated to be between 2,000 and 5,000, it was calculated that the number of rape cases was between 250,000 and 500,000. However these estimates did not give any detail on the "principle and types of rape" (and, presumably, other forms of sexual violence).

No definition of rape was provided in the report. Instead what was offered is a list of different types of rape: individual rape (denoting the rape of one woman or girl by one man or boy); gang-rape (denoting the rape of one woman by a number of men); and rape with objects such as sharpened sticks or gun barrels. Though hardly explicit, the general thrust of surviving witness testimonies within the report attested to fact that rape entailed some sort of penetrative sexual interaction inflicted by the perpetrator on the victim through physical force or through the threat of force or death against the victim or a third party (most notably, the victim’s children). What the authors call “rape with objects” is the introduction of sharpened objects into the vagina of the victim, which was apparently done either to kill the victim (impalement) or as a torturous simulation of sexual intercourse wherein the sharp object is used in lieu of a penis. What the authors termed ‘sexual slavery’, was essentially perpetual rape under conditions of prolonged confinement. There were two kinds of sexual slavery: collective sexual slavery and individual sexual slavery. Collective sexual slavery was described as the militiamen’s
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395 See for example the testimony of “Perpetue” who begged not to be raped but was nevertheless beaten and raped. See also the testimony of “Marie-Claire” who stated that to “survive, you had to let yourself be raped.” See also the testimony of “Christine” who was threatened with death if she did not submit sexually but who ultimately submitted to save her children. Her children, like those of “Marie Claire” were killed nevertheless.


397 Human Rights Watch and FIDH, Shattered Lives, 1.
practice of confining groups of women and girls to ensure their continued sexual availability to the militiamen for periods ranging from a number of days to the duration of the entire April-July 1994 period of mass killing.\textsuperscript{399} Individual sexual slavery or “forced marriage”, as it was commonly known, was the practice of individual Hutu militia men confining women individually for the purpose of forced sexual service and forced domestic labour for periods of time ranging from a number of days to periods extending beyond the original April-July time frame.\textsuperscript{400} Sexual Mutilation was described as the perpetrator’s deliberate infliction of physical injury into what would usefully be divided into the female victim’s primary and secondary characteristics: victim’s genitals, internal reproductive organs, pelvic area and breasts.\textsuperscript{401} Injury was inflicted with instruments such as machetes, knives, sticks, boiling water and acid. Sexual mutilations were often performed after the perpetration of rape.

There appears to be no major reason to doubt the verity of the individual victim testimonies, mostly because of the considerable risks posed to the surviving victims’ personal safety and social standing by speaking of their experiences. There were two or three accounts taken from victims from communes in the prefectures of Gitarama and Butare (both in the south of the country), that conflicted with the more general accounts on the matter of the timing of the start of the mass killings and other violence in those prefectures. Accounts of the 1994 killings generally agree that the killings and other violence against Tutsis in these southern préfectures began in mid-April 1994 (between 18 and 21 April 1994).\textsuperscript{402} Two or three surviving victims stated much earlier dates as the starting point of violence in their respective communes, suggesting either that there were errors in the victims’ memories or in the authors’ recordings or serving as further support for the perpetrators of these events.

\textsuperscript{399} Ibid., 1, 52-53.
\textsuperscript{400} Ibid., 1, 56. The original Kinyarwanda term for forced marriage is not provided.
\textsuperscript{401} Ibid., 1, 62.
that more local-level research is needed.\textsuperscript{403} Besides these few exceptions, the basic facts of the individual testimonies were relatively unproblematic.

\textit{b) Generalisations}

The authors asserted that sexual violence against Tutsi women and girls was “widespread”.\textsuperscript{404} This assertion was apparently based on the authors’ interviews with surviving victims/witnesses from six of the 11 prefectures of Rwanda.\textsuperscript{405} However, the overwhelming majority of interviewees were residents of communes in the prefectures of Butare, Gitarama and Kigali; and were attacked there. Surviving-victim testimonies are scattered throughout the report, making the tracking of each one a difficult and time-consuming endeavour. There is a section of the report where the authors arranged some of the collected testimonies under the relevant category of sexual violence.\textsuperscript{406} In this particular section of the report, 26 interviewees are accounted for. Of the 26 interviewees (21 Tutsis and 5 Hutus):\textsuperscript{407} 11 were attacked in Butare (far southern Rwanda); eight were attacked in Gitarama central-southern Rwanda); five were attacked in Kigali (central-eastern Rwanda); one was attacked in Gikongoro (southwestern Rwanda) and one was attacked in Kibungo (southeastern Rwanda). One individual - originally from Gitarama - was attacked in a number of communes in Gitarama before she fled to Gisenyi (far

\textsuperscript{403} See the Testimony of “Bernadette”, “Perpetue”, and “Liberata” in Human Rights Watch and FIDH, \textit{Shattered Lives}, 42, 44, 49. See also: Human Rights Watch and FIDH, \textit{Leave None to Tell the Story}, 340; \textit{The Prosecutor versus Jean-Paul Akayesu} Case No. ICTR-96-4-T, Judgement and Sentence (2 September 1998), paragraphs 183-193, 294. [Online]. Available: \url{http://www.unict.org/Portals/0/Case/English/Akayesu/judgement/akay001.pdf} [2010, January 10]. Both Liberata and Perpetue were attacked in Taba commune, Gitarama Prefecture. Liberata claimed that militiamen first arrived in Taba commune on 12 April 1994. Perpetue claimed she was captured on 9 April 1994 by militia in an already fully active campaign against Tutsi in the same commune. It is possible that the date quoted from Perpetue is a typing error: a footnote reveals that Perpetue was interviewed on 9 April 1996. Testimony from the ICTR case of the bourgmestre (mayor) of Taba, confirms that widespread killings only started after 18 April 1994. Liberata claimed her family was killed at her home in Rusatira commune, Butare three days after the killing of President Habyarimana on 6 April 1994. Liberata did not state that the killings were widespread at that point. These killings might have been among the relatively isolated early killings instigated by soldiers in Butare on 7 April 1994. Killings became widespread in that prefecture on 21 April 1994, as detailed in the Human Rights Watch and FIDH Report, \textit{Leave None to Tell the Story}.

\textsuperscript{404} Human Rights Watch and FIDH, \textit{Shattered Lives}, 18.

\textsuperscript{405} Ibid., 6.

\textsuperscript{406} Ibid., 42-68.

\textsuperscript{407} One Hutu woman was erroneously included under the “Rape of Tutsi women” section, under the category “individual sexual slavery. See Human Rights Watch and FIDH, \textit{Shattered Lives}, 62.
northwestern Rwanda), where she was attacked again.\footnote{See the testimony of Perpetue in Ibid., 43-45.} This Gitarama native provided the only testimony of sexual violence perpetrated in the northern region of the country.\footnote{It is recalled that the RPF had occupied Byumba prefecture in northwestern Rwanda before the eruption of the killings in April. See: Melvern, \textit{Conspiracy to Murder}, 193.} An observer of Human Rights Watch/FIDH explained that the report focused on Gitarama as part of a major international human rights campaign to have charges of sexual violence included in the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda’s (ICTR) indictment of Jean-Paul Akayesu, the mayor of Taba commune in Gitarama (the ICTR’s first case).\footnote{Rhonda Copelon, “Gender Crimes as War Crimes: Integrating Crimes against Women into International Criminal Law,” \textit{McGill Law Journal} 46, no. 1 (2000): 224.}

The report thus raises many questions about how representative this sample of interviews was and how widespread rape really was in other communes. There is little indication of where rape and/or sexual slavery were used more systematically or where rape and/or sexual slavery were more common.\footnote{Timothy Longman, “Placing Genocide in Context: Research Priorities for the Rwandan Genocide,” \textit{Journal of Genocide Research} 6, no. 1 (2004): 35.} The authors made a distinction between singular cases of rape and cases of sexual slavery, but there is a great deal of overlap in the cases categorised either simply as rape or as the more complex sexual slavery arrangements. And while it is clear that some Tutsi women and girls were killed after being subjected to sexual violence and others were spared, the authors were unable to give a clear explanation as to why certain groups of Tutsi women or girls were left alive or killed immediately after the perpetration of sexual violence. Judging by the age range of the victims (the youngest being 11 years old and the eldest four women being 38 years old),\footnote{Human Rights Watch and FIDH, \textit{Shattered Lives}, 46, 47, 51, 52, 58.} age is one of the factors implicitly suggested as determining whether Tutsi females were killed immediately without the subjection to rape and sexual slavery; older women (possibly those past middle age) and very young children (pre-pubescent children and infants) were possibly killed immediately upon discovery.
4.2.2. The Problem of the Lack of Legal-Technical Definitions for Sexual Violence under International Law and Rwandan Criminal Law

One of the most helpful recommendations that authors made to the Rwandan government was to suggest that investigators of sexual violence needed to be individuals with training on the issue of sexual violence and that Rwandan inspectors should have knowledge of the status of sexually violent acts as crimes punishable by law.\textsuperscript{413} It was the starting point to building awareness that sexual violence is not necessarily self-evident. However, the report itself was written with the explicit – and incorrect - assumption that the law itself was unproblematic. The authors stated that international failure to investigate and prosecute incidences of wartime or systematic sexual violence lay "not in the absence of adequate legal prohibitions, but in the international community’s willingness to tolerate sexual abuse against women."\textsuperscript{414} The authors also strongly suggested that while Rwandan Criminal Law had penal provisions to deal with cases of sexual violence, the Rwandan government lacked the “political will” to investigate sexual violence crimes.\textsuperscript{415} The authors may have made a valid point in asserting that the lack of investigation of “genocide” and armed conflict-related violence in Rwanda was the result of lack of political will. However, the authors overstated the adequacy of the legal prohibitions on sexual violence and understated the fact that International Humanitarian Law and Rwandan Criminal Law provide extremely limited ‘sexual violence’ conceptual frameworks both in terms of the different sexual violence crimes explicitly listed and the definitions for those crimes. Furthermore, prior to the establishment of the ICTR and the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY), there were no Case-Law precedents in International Criminal Law from which definitions of ‘rape’ and similar sexual crimes could be derived.\textsuperscript{416}

\textsuperscript{413} Ibid., 8.
\textsuperscript{414} Ibid., 28.
\textsuperscript{415} Ibid., 36-38, 88-89.
The authors specifically addressed the ICTR, the ad-hoc body that was established to prosecute and punish the chief planners and organisers of the crime of genocide and other serious violations of International Humanitarian Law.417 With regard to sexual violence, this meant that the ICTR mainly had jurisdiction over authorities who were individually responsible for directing subordinates/civilians to perpetrate acts of sexual violence or authorities who bore superior responsibility for their subordinates' perpetration of these acts (a fact that is not emphasised in the Shattered Lives report).418 They recommended that the ICTR recognise and prosecute “rape, sexual slavery and sexual mutilation...where appropriate, as crimes against humanity, genocide crimes, or war crimes.”419 The authors concentrated mainly on the argument that all three forms of sexual violence could be subsumed under some of the acts specified in the legal technical definition of genocide - as specified in the Genocide Convention and the ICTR Statute respectively – in as far as they were perpetrated against Tutsi women as members of the Tutsi ‘ethnic’ group.420 Slightly less attention was paid to discussing the explicit and implicit provisions for the recognition of sexual violence as war crimes and as crimes against humanity. Of the three acts or forms of sexual violence specified in the report, only ‘rape’ is explicitly enumerated as a war crime in the fourth Geneva Convention, Protocols I and II Additional to the Geneva Conventions and the ICTR Statute at the time of the report’s writing.421 ‘Rape’, which had not been consistently enumerated as a crime


418 This does not mean that the chief planners and Organisers always refrained from carrying out acts of sexual violence themselves. ICTR accused Alfred Musemama was himself found to have personally forced a Tutsi woman to have sexual intercourse with him. He was found guilty of rape as a crime of genocide and as a crime against humanity. See The Prosecutor versus Alfred Musemama, Case No. ICTR-96-13-A, Judgement and Sentence (27 January 2000), paragraphs 849-851, 933, 965-967 [Online]. Available: http://www.unictr.org/Portals/0/Case/English/Musemama/judgement/000127.pdf [2011, January 12].


420 Ibid., 34.

against humanity in the statutes of past international criminal tribunals, was explicitly recognised as such in the *ICTR Statute.*

The Rwandan courts were (and are) responsible for the prosecution of lower-level leaders and the ordinary civilians accused of perpetrating acts of sexual violence and other criminal acts during the April-July 1994 period. Thus, the authors urged the Rwandan government to ensure that “the sexual violence that took place during the genocide... be fully investigated and where possible, prosecuted and punished.” They noted that ‘rape’ (*‘le viol’*) is enumerated as a crime under Article 360 of the Rwanda Penal Code of 1977. They further noted that the Rwandan government had passed legislation to facilitate the prosecution of genocide and crimes against humanity between 30 October 1990 and 31 December 1994. This legislation recognised ‘sexual torture’ as an act of genocide and as a crime against humanity under “Category One”, which is the category

---


enumerating the most serious offences out of a total of four categories. While expressing certainty that many rape cases would fall under Category 1 as ‘sexual torture’, the authors were uncertain of whether sexual torture would be “interpreted to include all acts of rape or only those with certain characteristics.”

To the report’s detriment, the authors failed to acknowledge that ‘rape’ is a legal-technical term for a crime recognised almost universally in domestic criminal law systems worldwide. Domestic jurisdictions typically have their own definitions of the crime of rape and other sexual assaults. While the crime of ‘rape’ was explicitly named both in Rwandan Criminal Law and in International Law; neither International Law nor Rwandan Law provided any definition of rape or any other comparable sexual assault (‘sexual violence crime’) at the time of the writing of the report. In legal proceedings it is necessary to determine a legal-technical definition of rape (or any other sexual assault) before any assessment can be made of whether rape constitutes genocide, or a crime against humanity or a ‘war crime’. The authors’ failure to engage with the issue of the absence of standard legal-technical definitions of sexual assaults in International Law and Rwandan Law is especially problematic in view of ‘rape-law reform’ literature suggesting that there have been controversies and fierce disputes regarding the definition of different sexual assaults within domestic jurisdictions worldwide. Given the length

---

430 Prosecutor versus Akayesu, paragraph 686, Prosecutor versus Furundžija, 175.
constraints of this study it is unfortunately not possible to list and discuss these issues surrounding rape and sexual assaults. What can be said is that these disputes had a role in the formulation of Rule 96 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of both the ICTR and the ICTY.\(^{432}\) **Rule 96** gives some guidelines regarding the role of the victim's non-consent and victim coercion in sexual interactions potentially classifiable as sexual assaults, stipulating that defendants have to satisfy the court that evidence of the victim's consent is relevant.\(^{433}\) This has been seen as a moderate victory by some rape-law activists who argued that non-consent is notoriously difficult for prosecutors to prove, and who had confidence in the fact that Rule 96 prohibits the Defence's submission of evidence of consent once the Chamber had established the presence of coercive circumstances to which the victim was subject.\(^{434}\) Others criticised the very existence of Rule 96's consent-defence provision.\(^{435}\) Nevertheless, **Rule 96** failed to provide enumerations and definitions of different sexual assaults. This explains the varied Case-Law definitions of rape that have arisen from the ICTR and ICTY.\(^{436}\) In the context of cases processed through the Rwandan courts, the author of a follow-up Human Rights Watch report observed that the terms ‘rape’ and ‘sexual torture’ were used inconsistently in trials and judgements, indicating confusion among prosecutors and judges about what the terms meant.\(^{437}\) She further observed that the reliance on judicial discretion to identify criminalised acts of sexual violence had resulted in inconsistent guilty verdicts and
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\(^{433}\) ICTR Rules of Procedure and Evidence, Rule 96 (ii)-(iii).

\(^{434}\) Green et al., 217.

\(^{435}\) Ibid., 218, MacKinnon, “Defining Rape Internationally,” 947.


\(^{437}\) Human Rights Watch, *Struggling to Survive: Barriers to Justice for Rape Victims in Rwanda* (New York: Human Rights Watch, 2004), 32. This Human Rights Watch report was written by Shiva Eftekhari.
punishments.438 Another observer pointed out that “the Rwandan rape law is limited and denies prosecution for deeds commonly committed during the genocide – penetrating women’s vaginas with gun barrels, bottles and sharpened sticks.”439 These are all foreseeable problems that the Shattered Lives authors should have addressed.

4.2.3. Acts of Sexual Violence as Acts of Genocide

One might argue that the report made a fair case that some forms or acts of sexual violence constituted genocide (according to the Genocide Convention’s definition), if one overlooks the problems arising from the legal-technical definitions of different sexual assaults and concentrates on the basic facts of the perpetrated acts.440 All the individual cases of sexual violence were perpetrated in the context of organised and widespread killing and sexual violence against Tutsi civilians. Furthermore, the actions and statements of the perpetrators - as recalled in some of the victim testimonies documented in the report - generally suggest that the perpetrators expected that attacking their victims sexually would inflict psychological and/or physical injury on the victims and thereby “advance the cause of the destruction of the Tutsi people.”441 Some of the incidents of ‘sexual mutilation’ and sexual penetration with objects (‘rape with objects’) recorded in the report were a method of physical killing, even though death was not always the

438 Ibid.
440 Ibid., 35.
441 Ibid. It is however important to point out that it would be very difficult – if not impossible – to argue that every single act of sexual violence was an act of genocide under the guidelines of the Genocide Convention. In some of the cases of sexual attack – especially in cases of so-called ‘forced marriage’ (individual sexual slavery) – one can easily argue that the attacks were opportunistic. In the course of attacks against the Tutsi, some militiamen appear to have seized the opportunity to seize a Tutsi ‘wife’ contrary to orders from leader to kill these women. In such cases, it could be argued that it was the perpetrators’ sexual desire for the Tutsi women, rather than the “intent to destroy” the Tutsi group, that prompted the attack. See for example: Testimonies of ‘Perpetue’ and ‘Venautie’, in Ibid. 44-45, 61. ‘Venautie’ explained that she was originally ordered to dig her own grave, but was spared when one militiaman randomly decided that he wanted her. Before he forced her to have sexual intercourse with him, he explained, “If there were peace, you would never accept me”. “Perpetue” was pulled from a mass grave by a militiaman who wanted to engage her sexually. This attack seems to have been opportunistic; but the the perpetrator seemed to understand that a sexual attack could kill a victim, since he is said to have claimed that “any Tutsi woman from Gitarama would be killed in an even worse way than what he was doing ” to Perpetue (raping her). It is to the Human Rights Watch authors’ credit that they did not claim that all cases of sexual violence against Tutsi women were genocidal.
result. Cases where victims were forcefully subjected to sexual intercourse (usually with multiple perpetrators) could be divided into two types of harm: those cases in which the perpetrators intended to inflict such extensive physical injury as to cause physical death; and those in which the perpetrators expected to cause not only psychological trauma due to the sheer violence of the attack but also psychological harm due to feelings of shame brought on by the social significance of sexual attacks against women. The authors explained that the victims' feelings of shame stemmed from the 'gendered' societal emphasis on female sexual virtue as the standard by which females maintained respect in their communities and were accepted (by males) to be wives and mothers. A female’s engagement in non-marital sexual activity – even if it was against her will – compromised her public reputation of sexual virtue (measured via fidelity or virginity), brought shame to her family and ultimately resulted in the victim’s ostracism. Sexual violence was an effective strategy of genocide because both the female victims and the perpetrators understood that these females would be ostracised by whatever remained of their communities and they would be rejected as reproducers (wives and mothers). In addition, the authors and victim testimonies underscored that fact that sexual violence against Tutsi women was fuelled by politically-channeled socio-cultural beliefs that Tutsi women were more beautiful and more sexually desirable than Hutu women. The subjection of Tutsi women to sexual violence thus served the purposes of sexually gratifying the male Hutu perpetrators as well as sexually ‘defiling’ Tutsi women and girls. Overall, cases of ‘sexual violence as genocide’ could be interpreted as falling
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442 Ibid., 63-65.
443 For the best example see: Testimony of “Bernadette” in Ibid., 42. In explaining her attackers’ surprise at finding her alive after they thought they had killed her, Bernadette explained that her attackers had exclaimed, “Those Tutsi people won’t die – we raped her and she survived. We threw her in the river and she still survived.”
444 See the Testimony of Clementine, in Ibid., 47. Clementine explained that older militiamen had ordered the younger militiamen to subject her to sexual intercourse (‘rape’). When the young men were finished, the older men ordered them not to harm her further because they had “already killed her.” The authors also claimed that some victims (unnamed) reported that their attackers stated that rather than kill the women immediately, they would leave them to die from their sorrow. See: Ibid., 35.
445 Ibid., 2, 26, 28.
446 See Ibid., 26, 41. Rape survivors in Rwanda are documented as making statements such as: “After rape, you have no value in the community”; “It was the humiliation of women”; “It was the disfigurement of women, to make them undesirable, used”; “Women’s worth was not respected.”
447 Ibid., 18-19, 43, 47, 51, 54, 63.
within one of four acts of genocide as listed in Article 2 of the Genocide Convention and the ICTR Statute respectively:

"a) Killing members of the group; b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; c) deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; d) Imposing measure intended to prevent births within the group". 448


4.3.1. Gendercide and Genocide

Jones’s interest in the mass killing of males stemmed from his perception that male-targeted violence in Rwanda (and in other conflicts worldwide) failed to attract the attention of scholars and policymakers alike, even though it was widely acknowledged that males were overwhelmingly represented among those killed.440 Jones first proposed that the mass targeting and killing of males be understood as gendercide in an article entitled “Gendercide and Genocide”, in which he defined gendercide “inclusively...as gender-selective mass killing”.450 Jones asserted that for his purposes, gender was “defined primarily, if not exclusively in terms of biological sex.”451 Jones’s first article brought the term ‘gendercide’ into mainstream comparative genocide studies, having appropriated it from Mary Anne Warren, who had originally coined it to refer to either gender-selective killing or sex-selective killing.452 Two significant critical reviews


emerged in the scholarly response to Jones’s work. One was produced by Stuart Stein, a sociologist in comparative genocide studies who promoted the production of more disaggregated analyses of the different kinds of mass killings and other atrocities that may typically make up a single campaign of genocide.453 The other was produced by R. Charli Carpenter, a Political Scientist promoting the diffusion of gender-based analyses beyond the study of “rape and sexual atrocity against women and girls in contemporary genocide” and into the mainstream of comparative genocide studies.454 Their criticisms found fault with his theoretical explanation that the victims had been selected on the basis of gender rather than the verity of the facts of the cases that he presented. These criticisms of the prior article have some relevance in understanding Jones’s development of the term gendercide and its relationship to the concept of genocide within the article currently under review, particularly in as far as both concepts may apply to the Rwandan mass killings of April-July 1994. The possible impact of Carpenter’s critical review on Jones’s subsequent article is initially suggested in Carpenter’s inclusion in Jones’s list of acknowledged persons.455

Stein contended that in most of Jones’s cases, the victims had not been primarily targeted on the basis of their “maleness” (since this was the primary basis of Jones’s definition of their gender). Rather the male victims had been targeted on the basis of the perpetrators’ beliefs about the ascriptive roles that they played or might play in “patriarchal-type social systems”, leading perpetrators to calculate that the males of competing communal groups posed a greater military (or political or economic) threat than females to the perpetrators’ ethno-national schemes.456 However Stein himself also tended to conflate sex with gender in his explanation of sex-selective or sex-specific outcomes (even after initially differentiating the two), leading to some confusion. Carpenter provided the more systematic and helpful critique, calling for conceptual clarity and consistency in Jones’s work and maintaining the same clarity and consistency in her own explanations of the

454 Carpenter, “Beyond Gendercide,” 77.
455 Jones, “Gender and Genocide in Rwanda,” 89.
456 Stein, 52.
workings of ‘gender’. According to Carpenter, the problem with Jones’s whole theoretical explanation began with the fact that he had implied that the terms ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ were essentially interchangeable, much in the same way that the terms were used colloquially.\(^{457}\) In social scientific study, the term gender was specifically created to differentiate between the “brute facts of human biology” (in this case, the sexual differentiation of male and female individuals) and the social constructions around sex differences.\(^{458}\) Using the terms ‘gender’ and ‘sex’ interchangeably in a social scientific work such as Jones’s article blunted gender as an analytical tool. Gender and sex needed to be kept analytically separate precisely because researchers needed to test - rather than assume - that sex disparities in mass atrocities were due to social beliefs (gender) rather than due to strictly biological imperatives or considerations.\(^{459}\) By defining ‘gendercide’ as “gender-selective mass killing” and stipulating that gender was primarily defined on the basis of “biological sex”, Jones was making the tautological claim that the killings were sex-selective (male selective, to be exact) without giving insight to the causes of the sex-selection of the victims.

When gender is properly understood on the basis of social beliefs and institutions constructed around the differences between the sexes, one can begin to understand the direct and indirect ways in which ‘gendered’ beliefs could result in the sex disparities that may be evident in mass killings or other mass atrocities.\(^{460}\) Gender operates indirectly through gender structures that channel males and females “into separate spaces where they are at risk of different types of harm,” leading to outcomes that are ‘sex-specific’ rather than ‘sex-selective’. The hypothesis is that males coincidentally occupy specific social roles that perpetrators deem threatening. If, for example, a certain government’s forces were sent out to kill all the members of the political opposition, it is possible that males (specifically adult males) might be over-represented among the victims. Such an

\(^{457}\) Carpenter, “Beyond Gendercide,” 80.
^{458}\) Ibid., 78.
^{459}\) Ibid., 80. The specific sex-selective atrocity that Carpenter gave as an example of targeting on the basis of biology is forced pregnancy. She maintained that in such cases “women rather than men are subjected to this form of abuse because they are biologically female,” even if gender discourses and ideologies are involved in the use of forced pregnancy as a strategy for the purposes of destroying a communal group. “But we do not need ‘gender’ to explain why it is women and not men who are targeted.”
^{460}\) Ibid., 83.
outcome might be explained by referring to political institutions constituting a pre-existing gender structure that has become ‘masculine’ through the channelling of men (adult males, however legally or socially defined) into the public sphere of politics and civil society and the concurrent systematic exclusion of women (adult females) from the same institutions.\textsuperscript{461} Provided that the attack was aimed at the members of the political opposition \textit{per se} regardless of sex, the over-representation of males among victims would be termed ‘sex-specific’. Gender operates directly as conscious gender discourses – specifically gender ideologies and gender norms - of actors “who may use sex as a proxy variable for socially constructed attributes,” which may lead to sex-selective killing.\textsuperscript{462} Gender discourses and ideologies are particularly crucial where the ascriptive characteristics they espouse about males and females respectively trump the empirical reality regarding people’s individual capacities, regardless of sex.\textsuperscript{463} If, for example, one was able to show in a specific case of mass killing that government forces had targeted all the male members of a specific communal group primarily on the basis of beliefs that the males of that group were more likely to comprise the current or future political opposition, then one would be able to argue that the targeting of males was gender-based. This gender-based targeting might occur in spite of the fact of females being involved in political organisation. These considerations of gender often coincide with considerations of ethnicity and/or social class.\textsuperscript{464} However, a note of caution needs to be made here: in some cases, biological factors may be the primary consideration determining sex-selective outcomes, even where gender discourses and ideologies help create the conditions under which the sex-selective outcomes are secured. An example of this would be the subjection of sexually mature females to forced pregnancy as a strategy of inter-communal attack.

Carpenter asserted that sex-selective killings – and sex-selective outcomes generally – were not the only possible results of gender-selective targeting.\textsuperscript{465} Gender-selective killings could also be ‘sex distinctive’, for example in instances where perpetrators killed

\textsuperscript{461} Ibid., 82.
\textsuperscript{462} Ibid., 83.
\textsuperscript{463} Ibid., 91.
\textsuperscript{464} Ibid., 86; Stein, 50-51.
\textsuperscript{465} Carpenter, “Beyond Genderecide,” 90-91
more males than females within a specific communal group, but females were disproportionately targeted for rape and other sexual violence. Alternatively, both males and females might be killed; but males may first be 'emasculated' through castration, while females are raped to violate their presumed sexual virtue (indicative of family and community 'honour') and to taunt 'their' men for being unable to fulfil their assumed 'protective' role.\textsuperscript{466} Carpenter also asserted that gender-selective targeting can include 'sex-inclusive' killings and other outcomes, which manifest in identical effects on individuals of either sex.\textsuperscript{467} This would be due to the fact that gender creates certain categories that are not related to an individual's sex, but rather related to the individual's "relationship to a gender regime's definition of male/female relations more generally."\textsuperscript{468} What this means is that gender groups need not necessarily be composed of people of the same sex.\textsuperscript{469} For this reason, the deliberate targeting of confirmed or suspected homosexuals may be viewed as one form of gender-selective targeting resulting in sex-inclusive killing.\textsuperscript{470} Thus, for Carpenter, when gender is appropriately distinguished from biological sex and gender-selective killing is distinguished from sex-selective killing, \textit{gendercide} (as gender-selective killing) is a concept that encompasses both sex-selective and sex-inclusive killings as empirical outcomes.

Stein and Carpenter's criticisms of Jones's work also concerned the relationship that Jones established between 'gendercide' and 'genocide'. Both critics used the Genocide Convention's definition of genocide as the guiding framework for their own understanding of the concept: killings and other acts that fall short of killing are genocide in as far as they are perpetrated with "the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a racial, national, ethnical or religious group."\textsuperscript{471} Jones's own concept of genocide deviated from the Genocide Convention's definition of genocide in that Jones had defined genocide as "the actualization of the intent, however successfully carried out, to murder \textit{in whole or in}

\textsuperscript{466} Ibid., 90.
\textsuperscript{467} Ibid., 91.
\textsuperscript{468} Ibid., 91.
\textsuperscript{469} Ibid., 85.
\textsuperscript{471} See Carpenter, "Beyond Gendercide," Stein, 43, 51.
substantial part any national, ethnic, racial, religious, political, social, gender or economic group as these groups are defined by the perpetrator by whatever means. In spite of these significant conceptual differences, both critics supported Jones’s argument that the sex-selective killing of males could and did feature in many cases of genocides and other inter-communal attacks. Both critics disputed Jones’s claim that “gendercides against men and women - but particularly men - may be seen in this light as one of the more common forms of genocide.” In order for Jones (or anyone else) to make a credible argument about gendercide being a form of genocide, he would have to show that perpetrators of one gender group had tried to eliminate another gender group (as such/per se) by killing or otherwise harming the members of the victim group. Since gender groups simultaneously constitute sex groups under Jones’s framework, gendercide as genocide would envisage males executing the intent to destroy females as group or vice versa. With the possible exception of some female infanticides, cases in which one gender/sex group had tried to destroy another gender/sex group were thus far either unknown or non-existent. This was due to the fact of basic male-female interdependence in reproduction; a fact which may change in the future with the development of cloning technology.

4.3.2. Gender, Gendercide and Genocide: The Sex-Selective Killing of Men and Boys as a Component of the Genocide against the Tutsis

Jones’s article, “Gender and Genocide in Rwanda,” serves as a continuation of and a departure from the work begun in “Gendercide and Genocide”. It is a continuation in the sense that Jones was still primarily concerned with the gendered causes of the sex-selective killing of males. It is a departure from the previous work in the sense that Jones decided to focus on a single case study, this being the sex-selective killings aimed
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475 Carpenter, “Beyond Gendercide,” 86.
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479 Ibid., 69-76.
predominantly against Tutsi men in April-July 1994. The gendered cause of sex-inclusive killings is also discussed, among a number of other sex-specific and sex selective outcomes whose details are too lengthy to be discussed here.\textsuperscript{480}

Jones’s “Rwandan Genocide” study is based on original testimony collected in what he identified on the “five most significant human rights reports on the Rwandan genocide published in English so far.”\textsuperscript{481} Jones claimed that the general thrust of human rights reportage suggested that males were overwhelmingly targeted “in the genocide’s earliest and most virulent stages”; and yet, Jones depended heavily on a single human rights report for his study of sex-selective killing of Rwandan males: \textit{Rwanda, Death Despair and Defiance} by African Rights.\textsuperscript{482} His motivation for his dependence on this particular report is that it is superior to others in “its detail and specificity,” thus making it “foundational to our understanding of our understanding of events overall – and their complex ‘gendering’ in particular.”\textsuperscript{483} Timothy Longman (a political scientist with pre-1994 and post-1994 fieldwork research experience in Rwanda) raised concerns about any reliance on this particular report and on African Rights work on Rwanda generally, stating that research for the report was conducted quickly “without verification of the facts” and that “as a result, the details are flawed.”\textsuperscript{484} He further warned that the African Rights report reflected that the organisation was deeply influenced by the RPF regime’s propaganda. Two other independent reviewers offered very positive reviews concerning the detail of African Rights’ descriptive account of the killing of Tutsi in 1994; but much like Longman, both contended that the African Rights writers had been uncritical in their portrayal of the RPF (particularly the role of the RPF soldiers in human rights violations against Hutu civilians).\textsuperscript{485} It thus appears reasonable to conclude that the evidence that

\textsuperscript{480} Ibid., 76-87.
\textsuperscript{481} Please refer to Chapters One and Two for the full listing of these reports.
\textsuperscript{482} Jones, “Gender and Genocide in Rwanda,” 71.
\textsuperscript{483} Ibid., 66.
Jones used from the African Rights report is quite reliable in as far as he has limited his reliance on the report to facts and evidence about the killing of Tutsis and Hutu political moderates in the April-July 1994 period. All the cases to which he referred were of mass killings that occurred in Rwanda's central and southern prefectures: Butare (far southern Rwanda) Cyangugu (far southwestern Rwanda), Gikongoro (southwestern Rwanda), Gitarama (southern Rwanda), Kibuye (western Rwanda), Kibungo (southeastern Rwanda) and Kigali (central to eastern Rwanda). These are the regions where it is currently believed the largest scale of Tutsi mass killings occurred.

Unlike his previous article, “Gender and Genocide” contains no preliminary general definition of gender and hence no attempt at a general explanation of the relationship between ‘gender’ and ‘biological sex’. This makes efforts to follow his arguments about the gendered causes of empirical outcomes more difficult than they have to be (especially without a background reading of Carpenter’s review of the previous article). Furthermore, Jones neglected to provide an explicit definition of ‘genocide’ to which he subscribed, consequently making Jones’s conception of the relationship between ‘gendercidal’ and ‘genocidal’ killings less clear than it could be. Jones mentioned the Genocide Convention’s definition of genocide, but in a rather non-committal way.

What can be gathered from the article is that genocide entailed the carrying out of the intent to destroy the Tutsi as a group through mass killings of Tutsis from April 1994 to July 1994, with a great deal of ambiguity about whether acts falling short of killing would constitute genocidal measures.

http://www.massviolence.org/Rwanda-The-State-of-Research?artpage=4 [2010, July 28]. Jefremovas (an anthropologist) and Lemarchand (a historian) have lengthy experience in Rwandan history and politics and the mass killings of 1994, constituting (like Longman) part of the small body of “Rwanda experts” pre-dating the war and mass killings.

486 Jones, “Gender and Genocide in Rwanda,” 71-76, 79-80, 81-84.
488 Ibid., 82. Jones simply stated that the Genocide Convention’s definition of genocide could be used to argue that certain inter-communal rapes could be considered to be acts of genocide.
489 Ibid. 70, 82.
Within the general context of mass killings that occurred in the stipulated timeframe, Jones defined gendercide as the “gender-selective targeting of males”, that is, sex-selective killings on the basis of gender-selective targeting.\(^{490}\) Rwandan Tutsi males were the predominant targets of gendercide, particularly Tutsi males ranging from adolescents (starting at the age of thirteen) up to adults in their forties.\(^{491}\) In other instances Tutsi male infants and very young boys were also killed alongside those within the aforementioned age-groups.\(^{492}\) The remainder of the gendercidal attacks were aimed at Hutu male adolescents and adults “of an oppositionist bent”, a group that Jones identified as including political moderates in government, prominent members of civil society and ordinary civilians; basically every Hutu male who refused to sanction or partake in the killing of the Tutsi.\(^{493}\) Jones locates the “gender-selectivity” of the killings of Tutsi and Hutu males within the overall strategy of genocide against the Tutsi as a group. Gendercidal killings against Tutsi males constituted acts of genocide; gendercidal killings against the Hutu “oppositionists” did not. Nevertheless, gendercide against both groups of males served “as a kind of vanguard for the genocide as a whole, an initial barrier to be surmounted and a threat to be removed before the remainder of the [Tutsi] community is consigned to violent death.”\(^{494}\)

Hutu extremist authorities had incited the general Hutu population to attack the Tutsi male population and the Hutu “oppositionist” males because they were perceived – as males – to present the greatest military threat.\(^{495}\) The belief was that Tutsi males and Hutu “oppositionist” males who were between adolescence and middle age (“battle age” males) posed the greatest immediate military threat; hence the Hutu extremists’ often unfounded accusations that the males within this age group were RPF soldiers or

\(^{490}\) Ibid., 72.
\(^{494}\) Jones, “Gendercide and Genocide,” 70, 73.
infiltrators. The deliberate separation of battle-age males from groups of Tutsi captives and their immediate murder was further meant to fulfil the objective of leaving the Tutsi adult female (‘women’) defenceless, along with very Tutsi young children, the elderly and the infirm of both sexes. This is why gendercidal killings against “battle-age” males featured mainly in “the early and most exterminatory weeks of the mass killings.” In the instances where male infants and young children were included in gendercidal killings, the justification was that these children would grow up to become Tutsi leaders. Remarkably, the Hutu male oppositionists were also targeted on the basis of “gender ideologies” about what they had failed to do: their failure to sanction and partake in the killings of Tutsis (particularly Tutsi males) was seen as their failure to fulfil their ‘traditional’ masculine roles as ‘soldiers’ and ‘protectors’ of the Hutu nation against the ‘Tutsi threat’; in a context where Tutsis were branded as de facto RPF supporters. It is also necessary to remember that efforts to conscript Hutus into compulsory ‘killing duty’ groups (namely the party militias and others trained under the national ‘civil defence’ plan, who were responsible for manning the roadblocks and travelled across préfectures to kill) were aimed primarily at ordinary civilian Hutu males.

Without adopting Carpenter’s terminology, Jones was fairly successful in shifting his concept of gender-selection from one based primarily on the basic fact of “biological sex” to one based on social beliefs about the capabilities and duties of those of a certain sex – what Carpenter referred to as targeting based on explicit gender discourses and gender ideology. Jones’s analysis would have been even better had he distinguished more clearly between the role of gender in the targeting of Hutu political moderates and the role of gender in the targeting of ordinary male civilians who refused conscription or other inducement to participate in the Tutsi genocide on the other hand. Jones did at one point in the article refer to the killing of Hutu and Tutsi authorities and politicians who were identified from written lists as “eliticide”, but it appears that he subsumed these
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497 Jones, “Gender and Genocide in Rwanda,”
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499 Ibid., 68.
500 Ibid., 83.
501 Carpenter, “Beyond Gendercide,” 84. Carpenter also used the killing of Tutsi males as an example of gender-based killing.
killings under the label “gendercide”\textsuperscript{502}. Since these male authorities and other elites were killed on the basis of the political positions they occupied and the authority they had in pushing for the negotiation and implementation of the peace agreements with the RPF, their killings are primarily attributable to the pre-existing gender structure. There were far more males involved in the government and in party politics than there were females and hence, far more male Hutu political moderates. A point to remember is that all political moderate who were explicitly in favour of peace agreements with the RPF were killed and the “elitocide” included not only the killing of Prime Minister Agathe Uvingiliyamana, but also the killing of the wives and other family members of the political elite\textsuperscript{.503} Jones himself acknowledges this fact, which makes it difficult to understand why he included the killing of males in the “elitocide” as being part of the gendercidal killings. The Hutu extremists may have made certain ‘gendered’ statements about the character of the male political “oppositionists”; but this should not detract from the fact that they were killed primarily because of their political views and the fact that they occupied real political offices or had informal political clout that would have allowed these political views to be expressed in policy-relevant ways. Anyone in those offices who had adopted a position of political moderation would have been killed, regardless of sex.

Jones explained that Tutsi males were killed in at least two other types of killing, besides gendercide. Groups of “battle-age” Tutsi males were also disproportionately killed due to the fact that, whether voluntary or through pressure from other Tutsi, they fulfilled gender expectations to protect those perceived as more vulnerable in the community (“women and children”) by forming human barriers between Tutsi refugees and Hutu militias or by hiding in less sheltered locations (such as hilltops) while adult females and children hid in more enclosed locations (such as churches and health centres)\textsuperscript{504}. Lastly,  

\textsuperscript{502} Ibid., 78. 
\textsuperscript{503} Human Rights Watch and FIDH, \textit{Leave None to Tell the Story}, 187-192, cited in Jones, “Gender and Genocide in Rwanda,” 78; Taylor, 165-167. It should also be recalled that Prime Minister Uvingiliyamana had her character as a wife attacked prior to her murder, with cartoons showing her in compromising sexual positions with the leader of her party. As Rwandans valued chastity and fidelity in women, Uvingiliyamana’s portrayal as an adulterer was particularly damaging. 
\textsuperscript{504} African Rights, \textit{Death, Despair and Defiance}, 341, 380, 446, 466, 550, cited in Jones, “Gender and Genocide in Rwanda,” 74, 79. In the latter case, there is testimony suggesting that Tutsi males seeking
Tutsi “battle age” males were killed in cases of age and sex-indiscriminate attacks. It is these sex-inclusive killings that are the real enigma within Jones’s work. Jones claimed that both sex-selective and indiscriminate killings of Tutsis occurred in the early weeks of the genocidal campaign. The killing of Tutsi females was rare in Rwanda’s post-colonial history of inter-communal violence; the killing of Tutsi women and girls in 1994 required the removal of gender norms that mitigated murderous attacks against them.

Both Jones and the Shattered Lives authors cited Hutu extremist ideology (encapsulated most famously in the Hutu Ten Commandments), which identified Tutsi women as collaborators in a Tutsi scheme to dominate the Hutu majority and claimed that children born of Tutsi women in Hutu-Tutsi unions were actually being raised to further the Tutsi cause. They argued that it was this ideology that worked to repeal the protection that Tutsi women married to Hutu men had traditionally relied on and minimised the sparing of Tutsi women on the basis that they could be impregnated with Hutu children (on the basis of legally-enforce cultural rules that children automatically assumed the ethnicity of their fathers), enabling the killing of Tutsi females.

Both Jones and the Shattered Lives were unable to identify to any extent Tutsi females were more likely to be killed immediately in an anti-Tutsi attack in the earliest stage of the genocide (the first weeks of April), or to be raped before murder or to be spared for sexual slavery.

Jones’s inquiry into the existence of a central government policy concerning the scheduling of the killing of Tutsi females did not yield any clear answer. Jones

refuge in more open spaces actually fared better than Tutsi adult females and children hid hidden in buildings; this being because males were able to assess the situation more clearly and to flee when militias attacked while adult females and children found themselves trapped in their enclosures.


Ibid.

Human Rights Watch and FIDH, Shattered Lives, 16-18: Jones, “Gender and Genocide,” 77-79. The other part of these gender norms was based on beliefs of the innate weakness and vulnerability of females and that females did not pose a significant military threat to the Hutu regime.

Ibid.

African Rights, Death, Despair and Defiance, 299, 491, 508, cited in Jones, “Gender and Genocide in Rwanda,” 79-80; Human Rights Watch and FIDH, Leave None to Tell the Story, 296, cited in Jones, “Gender and Genocide in Rwanda,” 79. Witness accounts vary between those claiming that the killings of
suggested that there may have been some provincial differences regarding the killing of Tutsi females, but did not go on to seriously pursue this line of inquiry in a sustained, systematic manner.\textsuperscript{511} It is unfortunate that Jones did not include African Rights reporting on the first mass killing of Tutsis in the northwestern province of Giyseni (the stronghold of alleged chief planners of the genocide and other killings), which suggested that killings of Tutsi in this prefecture tended to be generally comprehensive and sex-inclusive.\textsuperscript{512} His theory needs to be empirically tested at the local level in view of evidence of exceptions to the rule of sex-selective killing in Rwanda in April-July 1994.

4.4. Conclusion

In both the works reviewed here, there is little reason to doubt the accuracy of the basic facts or doubt the credibility and reliability of the sources used. However, in view of the greater objectives of both works respectively, each needed well-developed conceptual or theoretical frameworks to process the evidence. In the case of Human Rights Watch/FIDH report, authors needed to identify the relevant international and national laws that criminalised acts of sexual violence in armed or communal conflicts. The report did not pay attention to the finer aspects of the prosecution of sexual violence crimes, namely the possible importance of legal-technical precision in identifying different acts or forms of sexual violence and the evidentiary rules that hinge on this legal-technical precision. Overall, Jones’s work provided a relatively good framework for understanding how social beliefs (‘gender’) could bring about sex-selective outcomes, namely the deliberate killing of Tutsi males and Hutu ‘oppositionists’. His concept of gender could have been improved with a clear and upfront definition of gender. While Jones’s argument about the early prevalence of gendercidal killings in 1994 is plausible, he did not test it. Local level testing of his theory might provide a better idea of how prevalent gendercide was. It might also provide a better idea of the instances in which local politics
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and other factors were more likely to have contributed to females being killed alongside males in the early stages of the 1994 mass killings.
Chapter 5: Closing Reflections

This study was inspired by a Longman’s review on the state of research on the “Rwandan genocide of 1994”. Longman assessed that the literature on the predominantly Tutsi-targeted Rwandan mass violence of April-July 1994 was saturated with secondary analyses, whereas more works based on “rigorous” empirical research were required. He suggested that the over-reliance of many of the post-1994 works on Rwanda on secondary sources had resulted in the circulation of “myths and inaccuracies” which had long been disproved. Longman recommended that the kind of research that was most required was research that would provide more facts and evidence about the violence, as well as research that would empirically test the various theories that had been proposed about why the violence had occurred. In view of Longman’s statement about “myths and inaccuracies” in the literature, this study questioned whether the main points of concern, criticism and dispute within the literature arose from the basic facts and evidence presented in the literature’s descriptions of the details of the violence or whether the disputes arose from competing interpretations of the facts and evidence at hand. This study made a preliminary suggestion that it was necessary to assess each work according the research priorities and objectives that were typical to the “literary genre” to which it belonged. Only then could the contributions of the existing literature be better appreciated.

Four works were selected and identified as advocacy-related journalism, advocacy-orientated human rights reporting and scholarly literature respectively. Works belonging to different “genres” were grouped together to study how each one approached a similar theme with regards to how the evidence on the Rwandan mass violence of April-July 1994 was collected and interpreted. Mamdani and Melvern were grouped together for their contribution to the understanding of how Hutu civilians were mobilised through military training and through racist ideology to participate in the Rwandan government’s war effort and to eventually participate in the killing of Tutsi civilians and others. Human Rights Watch/FIDH and Jones were grouped together for their contribution to the understanding of how the violence of 1994 manifested in sex-selective or sex-specific
ways. Overall, within the reviewed works, it appears that the interpretive frameworks used to “process” the facts were more problematic than the basic facts and evidence presented. Nevertheless, it is clear that much more empirical data is required both to improve descriptive accounts and to improve or change interpretations. As examples of advocacy-related literature and advocacy-orientated literature based on original empirical research, the works of Melvern and Human Rights Watch/FIDH provided the new empirical evidence and factual details on which their respective “genres” are primarily dependent. Melvern provided previously unpublished details about who was responsible for the creation of the civil defence programme and how they went about developing the programme. Like Mamdani, Melvern could not provide details about how many Hutu civilians were eventually absorbed into the programme and how many civil defence members actually took part in the killing. Human Rights Watch/FIDH gave a detailed micro-level evidence of sexual violence against Tutsi females (and a few Hutus), whereas Jones was primarily concerned with the broader patterns of the mass killing of Tutsi males (and a few Hutus). Both Melvern and Human Rights Watch largely assumed an uncomplicated relationship between factual findings and their assessment under International Law, which is a weakness that has been identified (by expert observers of both “genres”) as being typical of the both “literary genres”. Melvern’s inferences that the creation and expansion of the civil defence programme was proof of a ‘conspiracy to commit genocide’ were unpersuasive and fell short of the requirement under law that a genocide conspiracy should be the only reasonable inference to be drawn from circumstantial evidence. Likewise, Human Rights Watch/FIDH’s strategy of naming different acts/forms of sexual violence and trying to show that they fell under the international crimes punishable under the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda – namely genocide, crimes against humanity and Violations of Article 3 Common to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol II (“war crimes”) – masked some serious unresolved issues surrounding the legal-technical determination of what constitutes a crime of “sexual violence” under law and what does not.

The works of Mamdani and Jones were both examples of scholarly literature providing theoretical explanations based on basic facts and evidence provided in previously-
published literature – in Mamdani’s case – a few original interviews. Mamdani focused on the Hutu mass civilian participation in the Rwandan mass killings of April-July 1994. Of all the works under this study’s review, Mamdani’s work was the only one found to have used sources and evidence of seriously questionable quality, particularly his use of Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) informants to support the factual assertion that there was a very high level of Hutu civilian participation in the killings of April-July 1994. Mamdani’s theory was that State-created political identities could result in violent conflict between State-marginalised groups and groups who were the State’s main beneficiaries. The study found this to be a plausible theory. However, critics questioned the theory’s applicability to the Rwandan context, based on contestations over the historical significance of the 1959 ‘Social Revolution’ in pitting Hutu against Tutsi and based on the fact that the theory had not been empirically tested. Jones used the available incomplete but otherwise uncontested fact that males tended to be killed more often than females during the Rwandan genocide as the launch-pad to his explanation of gendercide. His theory was that males were predominantly killed due to ‘gendered beliefs’ that males were more likely to defend the group against violent attacks and to join the RPF military campaign. While his theory was also plausible it also needed to be tested empirically. The works of both authors suggest that scholars may still have to provide complex explanations of events even in view of a limited empirical data base. Much like the *prima facie* cases made through human right reporting, such analyses can only be viewed as an initial inquiry into the events under study and are subject to later revision as the empirical data base is expanded.
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